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SUMMARY 
The conventional hydrocyclone has been successfully employed for 
many years as a separation or classification device. The exact nature of 
the flow of a fluid tnrouqr. a hydrocyclone has not been obtained theoreti-
cally because of the complexity of the boundary conditions on the flow 
region. A description of the fluid flow is essential to the prediction 
of its operating characteristics. This work extends the Knowledge of the 
nature of the flow in a hydrocyclone by means of an order of magnitude 
analysis of the equations ot motion for an incompressible fluid in con-
junction 'with application of some experimental observations. This analysis 
resulted in the division of the hydrocyclone into five regions of flow for 
separate consideration. In terms of the nomenclature in general use in 
the literature, these were the entrance-buffer region, the outer-core 
region, the inner-core region, the apex region, and the snort-circuit 
flow region. 
Fluid velocity components were predicted from the analysis for the 
inner and outer core regions. The predicted free vortex outer core cir-
cumscribing the forced vortex inner core agrees reasonably well with ex-
perimental observations. The fluid velocity component distribution is 
discussed in detail in Chapter LL„ 
Particle trajectories in viscous fluids have been of interest for 
many years. Discussions in the literature have previously been limited 
to two-dimensional cases. Approximate equations of motion for spherical 
particles in a three-dimensional sheared viscous fluid flow field were 
m 
developed in this work in order to predict the trajectory of a spherical 
particle admitted into the hydrocyclone flow field previously discussed. 
In that the flow in the hydrocyclone is snear flow, spherical particles 
would experience rotation. When this is coupled with the relative motion 
of the particle with the fluid, a transverse force results in. addition to 
the usual drag force. Because of the complexity of the flow, simplifying 
assumptions become necessary in order tc obtain first approximations to 
the forces experienced by the particles. Details of these assumptions and 
the resulting equations are presented in Chapter H I , 
Analytical predictions of the separation characteristics were made 
from the particle trajectories obtained from numerical solutions of the 
equations of motion of spherical particles in hydrocyclone flow. A postu-
lated set of fluid velocity components was employed for the numerical ex-
amples in that the air or vapor core was not accounted for in the theoret-
ically predicted fluid velocities, 
A transparent hydrocyclone three inches in diameter was fabricated 
to allow observation of the particle trajectories. Slit illumination 
normal to the observer gave good definition to a cross sectional view of 
the particle trajectories. The repeated entry of the particle into the 
illuminated slit ;ave several images on a time exposure photograph. 
Separation efficiency was determined experimentally and predicted 
analytically for various specific gravity differences in the particles and 
slurry. The predictions were consistently high in the region studied. 
Unfortunately, the equations would not yield to generalization by non-
dimensional izat " on, thereby necessitating trajectory calculations for each 
condition of operation tor each hydrocyclone configuration. 
The results of this work are of a dual character. The nature of the 
flow within the hydro.eyelone has been explained by theoretical analysis, 
and approximate equations of motion for a sphere in a three-dimensional 
sheared flow field nave been established. Visual observation of the par-
ticle trajectories furnished information about the apex region and inner 
core which led to the suqgestlon of a configuration modification which 
potentially woi 16 eliminate a source of inefficiency. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Description Units 
Radius of Spherical Particle \: I 
Cone Half Angle radian; 
Drag Coefficient 
Constants appropriate 
Diameter of Spherical Particle ft 
Separation Efficiency per cent 
Force Ibf 
Arbitrary Functions appropriate 
Gravitational Acceleration ft/sec 
Unit Vector in r Direction 
Unit Vector in B Direction 
Unit Vector in z Direction 
Mass of Displaced Fluid lbm 




Inlet Flow Rate ft /sec 
-i 
Underflow Flow Rate ft/sec 
Downward Inlet Flow Rate Outside the „ 
Neutral Trajectory ft /sec 
Coordinate Directicn from Axis of 
Symmetry ft 
Radius of Air or Vapor Core ft 









R Particle Reynolds Number (VD/v) 
R Hydro eye lone Cylinder Radius ft 
R Machine Parameter for r appropriate 
S Particle Specific Gravity with Respect 
to the Slurry 
t Time sec 
u t-luic Velocity Component in r Direction 
U Particle Velocity Component in r Direction 
(vol) Volume of the Spherical Particle 
v Fluid Velocity Component in 0 Direction 
v Fluid Velocity at Cylinder Wall 
c 
v. Inlet Fluid Velocity 
1 
V Particle Velocity Component in 0 Direction 
V Relative Velocity of Particle with Respect 
to the Fluid 
V = i(u-U) + j(v-V) + k(w-W) ft/sec 
V Total Fluid Velocity 
V = iu + jv + kw ft/sec 
w Fluid Veto;icy Component in z Direction ft/sec 
W Particle Velocity Component in z Direction ft/sec 
x Dummy Variable sec 
z Coordinate Direction Alonq Axis of Symmetry ft 
z Cone Height ft 
a Velocity LOSS Ratio—v /v. 
; c i 
(3 Constant of Proportionality in Newton's 
Second Daw of Motion lorn f t / l b f sec' 
5 Order of Magnitude (ft « ' 1) 
p S ia r ry Density lbm/f t 
X111 
Particle Density 
Coordinate Direction Orthogonal to r and 
z Directions 
Fluid Viscosity 












The conventional hydrocyclone has been successfully employed for 
many years as a separation or classification device. A cross section 
sketch of a conventional hydrocyclone is presented in Figure 1. The fluid 
slurry to be treated is admitted into the hydrocyclone through a tangential 
entrance which is usually of circular cross section. The entrance is lo-
cated as near to the roof of tne hydrocyclone as practical design limita-
tions permit. The najority of the slurry moves down the outer area of the 
cylindrical section and into the outer portion of trie Inverted cone. In 
this region, the slurry begin-, to feed across toward tne center of the 
cone and up the overflow tube. The overflow tube is concentric with the 
hydrocyclone geometric axis and extends tne length of the cylindrical 
section of the hydrocyclone body. A small fraction of the slurry is re-
moved from t:ie apex end of the cone and is referred to as the underflow., 
A secondary flow moves across the roof of the hydrocyclone to the 
base of the overflow tube, downward along the outer wall of the ruoe, and 
into the mouth of the tube. The general character of tne flow in the 
hydrocyclone is presented Ln Figure 2. 
Centrifugal effects generated by the rotating fluid coupled with the 
fluid motion in the hydrocyclone serve to separate large-heavy particles 
-"-All figures appear in Appendix A, pp. 31-113-
2 
from the slurry or to classify particles according to shape-density rela-
tionships. The large-heavy particles report to the underflow and the 
fine-light panicles report to the overflow., 
Separation efficiency is generally the primary operating charac-
teristic of interest in the application of the hydrocyclone, The fluid 
flow characteristics are necessary for the prediction of particle trajec-
tories and subsequently the separation efficiency. The exact nature of 
the flow in a nydrocyclone has not been obtained from theoretical consid-
erations due to the inherent complexities of the flow system. The entrance 
system is related to a turbulent jet issuing into a stagnant fluid with 
the additional complexities of wall effects and swirling of the fluid in 
the vicinity of the entrance jet» The secondary flow over the roof is 
related to the rotary motion of semi-infinite fluid with a stationary 
boundary; however, entrance turbulence seriously affects the behavior of 
this flow. The apex region is subject to strong viscous effects and the 
exact nature of the main stream motion approaching this region is not 
presently Known. 
Experimental evaluation of the flow in a hydrocyclone is similarly 
a difficult task, Broer (l) suggests that systematic observations of 
cyclone flow, separation characteristics, and pressure losses be made with 
attempts to interpret these data for the determination of the design cri-
teria for various applications. These suggestions are well taken if 
primary consideration is oeing given to the evaluation of the overall be-
havior o\- the hydrocyclcne as opposed to focusing attention on the basic 
mechanisms involved in its operation. Because of the three-dimensional 
-"-Numbers in parentheses refer to the "Literature Cited" section of the 
Bibliography, p. 129. 
: 
character of the flow, instrumentation to measure the velocity and pressure 
distributions must be appropriate for the task. Various techniques have 
oeen developed for measurements in three-dimensional fluid flow situations. 
Winternitz (2) reviewed the use of prooes to determine flow conditions in 
three-dimensional fields. A single probe with five pressure leads allows 
the determination of the total velocity, direction of the total velocity, 
static pressure, and consequently the velocity components. The use of a 
spherical pitot probe in a oust collecting air cyclone was employed by 
Ter Linden (3) in a rather comprehensive investigation of the flow. Dif-
ficulties inherent in the probing method include the possibility of Large 
perturbations due to the deceleration of the rotation as a result of the 
presence of the sensing element in the flow. This would be of particular 
significance in probing the inner core of the vortex in that the probe 
would oe residing) in the stem wake., Large radial pressure gradients of 
the total and static pressures demand extensive calibration procedures to 
eliminate errors introduced oy the pressure gradients. This is necessary 
due to the finite distances oetwecn the sensing ports on probes. If these 
effects were not accounted for, significant errors in direction and magni-
tude could result, 
A somewhat cruder method was used by Shepherd and Lapple (U) to ob-
tain. results for the flow in an air cyclone. They found the flow direction 
by streamers and the speed with a pitot tube. The same inherent difficul-
ties accompany this method as with the measurements discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraph. 
A specific cylindrical cyclone separator design was used by Smith 
(5) to investigate the flow of air through a vortex. He used a stretch 
4 
probe which consisted of a 0,032 inch 0. D. tube stretched across the 
diameter of the cylinder. The cobra head was mounted in. the center with 
pressure leads at either end, The probe could be traversed and rotated in 
order to obtain the magnitude and direction of the velocity components 
provided the racial components were neglected. The tension on. the probe 
allowed a much smaller stem to be used without the flutter generally ac-
companying a thin canti levered probe. 
The methods of velocity measurement in three dimensions presented 
above suffer the additional detrimental effects of higher drag in a hydro-
cyclone and are consequently not suitable for highly accurate experimental 
investigation of the flow in a hydrocyclone. 
A comprehensive qualitative study of the flow in a hydroeyelone was 
presentee by 3radley (6). bye injection at various points was used to 
determine the generaL character of the flow and to study the effects of 
various overflow nozzle configurations. The concept of the "mantle" in 
the hydrocyclone was presented in this work. This suggests that the 
general flow pattern in the radial and vertical directions is as shown in 
Figure 2. The "mantle" is a region of zero radial velocity and appears to 
be a circulation cell buffering the downward moving outer vortex and the 
upward moving inner vortex. Its Location may have a significant effect 
on the magnitude of the radial velocity components. 
An optical method for the study of the motion of solid particles in 
a small hydrocyclone was used by Kelsall (7) for the determination of the 
approximate nature of the flow in the hydrocyclone. An agreement of less 
than 5 per cent deviation of the vertical and horizontal velocity compo-
nents of the tracer particles from those of the fluid components at a given 
5 
point was claimed in this work. The results of trajectory calculations 
made during the present investigation indicate that this i.s a resonaiole 
estimate for the accuracy of the method. Support for this conclusion will 
be asserted later in the discussion of trajectory calculations, 
Separation characteristics of hydrocyclones were studied by Moder 
and bahl.-..trof:i (S). They executed an extensive experimental program to 
determine the feasibility of tine-size, close-specific gravity solid sep-
aration with the hydroeyelone. Both sink and float particles were used. 
Variations in the slurry split to underflow, specific gravity difference 
in the particles and liquid, and particle size were considered. A three-
inch diameter hydrocyclone was used for the evaluation studies. Their 
results indicate that the slurry split to underflow is an important vari-
aole in t.ne separation characteristics of a hydrocyclone. 
A theoretical prediction of the 50 per cent separation sized par-
ticle was presented oy Bradley (9) for a conventional hydrocyclone. The 
50 per cent separation sized particle implies that 50 per cent of the 
particles in the inlet slurry report to the underflow and 50 per cent to 
the overflow. 
The concept of the equilibrium surface for particles in hydrocyclone 
flow is the criterion most generally applied to prediction of the separa-
tion characteristics of a hydrocyclone. The equilibrium surface is defined 
as the surface at which the particles in the hydrocyclone would have no 
radial velocity or acceleration; i.e., the drag and centrifugal forces are 
in balance. Tarjan (10) introduces the consideration of resistances to 
particle motion in a fluid extending beyond the range of application of 
Stoke!s prediction. This results in a more realistic prediction of the 
-
equiliorium surfaces., The equilibrium surface concept of efficiency pre-
diction depends on the further assumption that the particles will have 
sufficient time to reach their equilibrium position in the hydrocyclone 
before being carried out by the overflow stream and that they wi11 report 
to the underflow unless the equilibrium surface is smaller than the over-
flow diameter. 
Lapple and Shepherd (11) developed equations of motion for particles 
in a viscous fluid for various special cases considering drag as determined 
for steady state, inertial and buoyant effects. One of these cases was 
two-dimensional motion in a centrifugal field which would correspond to 
hydrocyclone flow neglecting the vertical velocity components. 
The motion of spherical particles Injected at the center of a cyl-
inder of gas in solid body rotation was considered by Kriebel (12) „ l":ie 
time for sentrifugation to the outer wall as well as the deposition angle 
on the outer wall were found to be largely dependent on the particle diam-
eter. Performance limitations for an idealized hydrocyclone and a centrif-
ugal particle size analyzer were predicted by the results of the analysis. 
The predicted results were essentially verified by using an air centrifuge 
that clos.:ly approximated the analytical model. Limitations of these re-
sults include the assumption of Stokes law for the drag force evaluation, 
Particle trajectory predictions for a horizontal rotating drum 
aerosol chamber were presented by Calder (13). This was almost the same 
problem as considered by Kriebel (12) with the exception of the additional 
consideration of the gravity force, The method of analysis differed; 
however, in that vector analysis was employed by Calder while Kriebel 
adhered to more elementary mathematical concepts. The vector analysis 
7 
approach allowed separation of the gravity and centrifugal effects by a 
suitable transformation to yield a solution for particles remaining in the 
Stokes law regime. 
A transverse force is produced if a particle is spinning in addition 
to having relative motion to the surrounding fluid, A summary of works in 
this area was presented by Swanson (14)« A theoretical prediction of the 
transverse force on a spinning sphere based on. an extension of Oseen!s 
approximation was presented by Rubinow and Keller (15) - This force has 
not previously been considered in the prediction of particle trajectories 
in hydrocyclone flow, 
The drag force on a spherical particle experiencing an arbitrary 
acceleration in laminar flow was presented oy Rayleigh (lo), in a study of 
the drag force prediction for various configurations„ The "added mass" 
term is included in this development as a portion of the acceleration 
contribution to the total drag force. 
Purpose and Objective 
Application of hydrocyclones to various separation or classification 
processes is generally done on an empirical basis. A theoretical approach 
to the prediction of separation efficiency would be desirable. In arriving 
at a method of efficiency prediction, it is necessary to determine the flow 
in the hycirocycicne and the trajectories of particles introduced into the 
flow. 
The objective of this work was to extend the knowledge of the nature 
of fluid flow in a hydrocyclone, to develop the equations of motion for 
particles in a three-dimensional flow field, to solve these equations for 
particle trajectories in a hydrocyclone for particular cases, and then to 
o 
apply the results to the prediction of separation efficiency for a given 
hydrocyclone with certain operating conditions. [he experimental phase of 
the work was directed primarily toward verification of individual trajec-
tory prediction by visual observation and photographic technique. Separa-
tion efficiency predictions were compared to experimental results for the 
same operating conditions. 
) 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSES OF THE FLUID FLO A/ IN A HYDROCYCLONE 
The Analytical Model 
The flow of a viscous incompressible fluid through the boundary 
configuration described by trie conventional hydrocyclone is quite complex 
and exact treatment is not feasible using techniques of analysis presently 
available. However, the general nature of the flow may be obtained from 
the construction of an analytical model based on intuitive reasoning and 
experimental evicence presented by various investigators. This analysis 
yields only a fust approximation to the flow in that rather broad sim-
plifying assumptions are made in arriving at the analytical model. The 
approximate results allow better understanding of the nature of the flow 
in the hydrocyclone and comparison of the approximate theoretical predic-
tions with experimental observations indicate regions of refinement neces-
sary in the analytical model for prediction of the actual flow. 
Ihc general nature of the flow through, a conventional hydrocyclone 
suggests tne assumption J, f rotational symmetry about the geometric axis of 
the oody cone. Tne presence oi the single tangential inlet at the upper 
part of the flow field introduces asymmetric conditions to the flow. Under 
the influence of turbulent entry conditions, large momentum interchanges 
in the vicinity of the entrance effects the uniformity of average flow 
conditions at distances sufficiently removed from the entrance. Conse-
quently, the flow in the oody cone approaches rotational symmetry about 
its geometric axis. Thus the assumption of a.xisymmetric flow is made with 
10 
some reservation but will be employed as a condition for the analytical 
model in order to simplify trip ana Lysis, 
Variation of flow conditions are not generally made during short 
periods of time Ln the application of the hydrocyclone to the continuous 
separation or classification of particles in a slurry. Steady flow condi-
tions will thus oe assumed for the analytical model <, 
The conventional polar coordinate system (r, 0, z) was chosen for 
the analysis. The coordinate system orientation and the velocity vector 
asugnmenos are presented in Figure 3. 
The assumptions made for developing the analytical model indicate 
that consideration of steady, axisymmetric, incompressible ffow with three-
dimensional velocity aspects should lead to an approximate description of 
the flow. 
Further refinements in the analysis of the flow may be made by 
division of the hydrocyclone into five regions of flow. These regi.ons are 
shown in Figure L dn.6 were chosen in this fashion on the basis of experi-
mental evidence along with intuitive reasoning. Each of the regions will 
be discussed in detail and approximate analyses will be made of trie flow 
in the inner and outer core regions. The entrance region, apex region, 
arid the buffer region will be discussed only qualitatively on the basis of 
existing analyses of related problems. 
The Outer Core Region 
The outer core region is considered to be the controlling influence 
in the overall flow characteristics of the hydrocyclone. The exi .tence of 
the "mantle'1 as shown by Bradley (17) suggests that the outer core flow 
becomes fully established some distance below the bottom of the vortex 
11 
finder. Also since radial velocities are not present in the "mantle", it 
is necessary to consider a buffer region between the entrance section and 
the outer core region. The buffer region can be described better after 
the nature of the flow Jn the outer core has been established. 
A first approximation to the flow in the outer core may be obtainec 
by neglecting the wail coundary layer effects and assuming that the flow 
in the orLer core is frictionless. Support of this assumption will be 
given later. 
The equations of motion for a frictionless fluid in steady axl-
symmetric flow may be expressed in polar coordinates as 
2 
u u - v /r + w u = ~ P P/P (1 
U V r U '7/ r + W V = 0 (2; 
u w + w w ::: (R P7 p - 9 (3) 
nd the equation of continuity as 
u + u/r f w = Q (4) 
r ' z 
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are that at r = 0, u = 0 and at 
r = z tan b, u/w = tan b. The latter condition implies that the velocity 
vector component in the r-z plane Is parallel to the wall and in a downward 
direction if the radial velocity is negative. 
Adciitional conditions will be imposed later to evaluate some of the 
constants obtained in the solution for u, v, w, and P. 
#Subscript notation of partial differentiation is used in this presenta-
t i o n. 
12 
A more general treatment can be realized oy non-dimensionalization 
of the equations to be solved. This may be accomplished by setting 
u< = u/v. (5) 
' 1 
v' = v/v. 
- r z 
w/v. 
i 






Substitutions ot these non-dimensional variables into equations 1 through 4 
reduces them to 
2 
u • u 
1 - v'7r' + 
I w '• ./-r I 
- P 
u'v' , •+• u'v'/r' + w; v•' , = 0 
u'w', f w'w' 
r ' z ' 





u ' , -f u 7 
r ' r' + w (7 
Consideration of t'ne order of magnitude ci the various terms in tno equa-
tions of motion and continuity will sometimes result in a much simplified 
analytical model. In tii-t the fluid is admitted tangentially into the 
nydrooyclc.ie, the rotational velocity component is anticipated to be 
13 
considerably larger than the radial or vertical velocity components. This 







where b « 1 are sugqested on the basis of experimental evidence and the 
restriction :hat the cone angle be reasonably small. 
Application of these orders of magnitude to the terms of equations 
6 through 9 gives 
6 1/6 5 2 
2 . 
u U - v / r -f w u = - P 
r z r 11 
i i a 2 
i. v + uv / r + w v = C 
r ' z 
12 
u w + w w - - P - q r z z 13 
and 
u + u / r f w = 0 14) 
-From t h i s p o i n t on , p r imes w i l l be o m i t t e d from t h e n o n - d i m e n s i o n a l 
e q u a t i o n s for s i m p l i c i t y . 
H 
Omitting the negligible terms from each group of inertia, pressure, and 
body force terms in equations 11 through 13, the approxin.ate equations of 
motion for the Llow in the cuter core become 
v2/r = Pr (15) 
v + v/r ~ 0 (16) 
u w = - P - g (17) 
^nd all terms of equation 14- are retained for reasons of importance of 
satisfaction of ..he continuity equation for incompressible flow to give 
U + u/.r: + w = 0 (13) 
r ' z K 
Equation 16 contains v and r only and may be rewritten as 
vr) = 0 (19 
..id integrated with respect to r to give 
vr = G (z) (20; 
Because the term v wa:.:, of ordei 6 , the assumption that v is inde-
pendent of z is suggested. This reduces equation 20 to 
vr = C (21) 
Which is recognized as the well known potential vortex motion with the ac-
companying singularity aL r - 0. 
Combination of equations 21 and 15 indicate that 
15 
P = 0 
r z 
(22; 
This observation suggests parzial differentiation of equation 17 with 
respect to r in or er to eliminate the pressure and gravity terms. This 
operation reduces equation 17 to 
u w + U w 
r r r r 0 (73) 
to be solved simultaneously with equation 18 for u and w 
Ira trial so .u1 .on of 
u — u, r/ z (74) 
s substituted into equation 1.8, there results 
2 L77 2 (25) 
This may be integrated with respect to z to give 
w = 2 C-, In z + GL(r' 
3 2 
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Where G9(r) may be evaluated from the wall boundary condition that 
u/w = tan b at r = z tan b . This operation results in 
- C- - 2 C,5 In (r/tan b 
3 
(27 
he first approximations to the velocity components then become 
u = ~ C„ r/z 




w = C [2 In [(z tan b)/r] - l] 3 
30) 
for the outer core region. 
The first approximation to the pressure distribution in the outer 
core may now be determined from equations 15 j 17, and 23 through 30. 
Combining equations 15 and 293 
r L (31) 
which may be integrated with respect to r to give 
F = - C 2/2r 2 + G (z) (32) 
From equations 17 and 32, 
G„ (z) - - u w - g 
3 r ^ 
33) 
Substituting the velocity component solutions for u and w , 
G3(z) - - g - 2 C 3 7 z 34) 
Integrating 
G (z) = - gz - 2 C In z + C0 (35) 
and the approximate distribution in the outer cere becomes 
-Primes on G( ) terns indicate total differentiation. 
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P = C^V-r •- gz - 2 C * In z + C2 (36) 
where C^ may be evaluated from a known pressure at the wall. 
Returning to m e omission of the wall boundary layer from the 
analysis of the outer core, there now exists some plausible argument as to 
the validity of this omission. 
The nature of turbulent boundary layers in the presence of a highly 
favorable pressure gradient is such that a very small mass defect occurs 
in the boundary layer. Velocity profiles presented by Schlichting (19) 
for turbulent flow in a convergent channel Indicate decreasing l.y small 
mass defects with increasing convergence angles which correspond to more 
highly favorable pressure gradients. The tangential velocity component 
in the case under consideration causes an extremely favorable pressure 
gradient lor the downward flow adjacent to the wall. The omission of the 
wall boundary layer in the analysis of the flow of the outer core should 
not introduce large errors in that extremely small mass defects are present 
in the boundary layer proceeding down the wall. It is expected that this 
boundary layer will be Important in the determination of the particle 
trajectories in the vicinity of the wall. 
The Inner Core Region 
From the solution of the outer core flow it is observed that with 
decreasing r , tne orders of" magnitude initially assumed are no longer 
applicable to the flow, this renders the outer core solution inappropriate 
to the description of the inner core flow. A consideration of the orders 
of magnitude suggested oy the limiting case of the outer core solutions 
IB 
and the geometry of the situation will allow development of approximate 
equations for the flow in the inner core. It is observed that the velocity 
gradients become large as r is decreased. This suggests that viscous 
effects might be significant in the inner region. In that the flow is 
suspected to be turbulent in character, the non-dimensional equations of 
motion may be written as 
2 2 
u u - v /r + w u = • ;-' + v^ (u + u /r - u/r -f u ) (37 
r ' r r t, rr r ' zzy K 
u u + uv/ r + w v 
r ' : 
v {v f v / r - v/ r + v ) 
t " rr r zz 
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u w + w w = - P - q + v, 'w + w /r + w 
r z z 3 t rr r zz 39' 
and the non-dimensional Continuity equation as 
u + u/ r + w = 0 
r z 
Ao: 
where v is some non-dimensionaiized apparent viscosity due to turbulence 
effects and is assumed to be constant in this analysis. 







z — 1 
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v — b 
where 6 « 1 applied to equations 37 through 39 give 
5 l/b b 
o 
u u - v / r + w u - P (42) 
6 1/6 1/5 1/5 5 /1 
f V. (u + u / r ••- u / r + u 
t r r r zz 
1 1 1 
u v _ — u v / r + w v 
6 l/b l/b2 l/b2 1 
v (v + v / r - v / r + v ) 
t r r r z z' (43) 
1 1 
u w + ,w w 
r z 
o 1 /5 2 l / 5 2 : 
- P - q + v, (w + w / r + w 
2 3 t • rr r - (44) 
Omiss ion of t h e r e g l i q i b l e t e rms of each of t h e s e e q u a t i o n s r e d u c e s them to 
--The o r d e r of magn i tude of 6 for v, r e s u l t e d on c o n s i d e r a t i o n t h a t t h e 




v v v • ̂  
where orders of magnitude of 
and r v 
W.Z 
are anticipated, thus an order of magnitude of 
M I 
t 
is assigned for this analysis. 
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v / x = P (45) 
v r r + v r / r - v / r
2 = 0 (4-6 
w + w / r = 0 (47 
r r r 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Equations 4-5 through 47 and the equat ion of con t inu i ty 
u + u / r + w = 0 (48' 
r ' z s 
describe the flow in the inner core. A solution to equation 4© is 
v = r G5(z.) (49) 
However, because the order of magnitude of the vr term was insignificant 
In relation to tne o .her terms of the 8 momentum equation, the solution 
is reduced to 
where 
v = C 4 r (50 
G. = C (2r T 2 
This result is in keeping with the notion of solid body rotation in the 
inner core as discussed by Kelsall (20). 
A solution to equation 47 is 
w = CL(z) In r + (47(z) (51 
Partial differentiation of equation 51 wilt respect to z gi 
w - G, ' ( z ) 1 n r + Cv7' ( z ) z b 7 
In combination with the equation of continuity this gives 
Cur), = G,«(  r z) r In r +• CU' (z) r r o 7 
integration with respect to r yields 
0.5 Gr '(z) (r in • r/2) + C y (z) r + Gg(z 






and equation 53 is reduced to 
0.5 a,' (z) 
For compatibility of the inner core and outer core solutions, 
= - 2 G/z 
then 
G,., (z) = - 2 0o in z + Cn 
i J I 
:o 
and the ve loc i ty components in the r and z d i r e c t i o n s become 
C 3 r / 55 
and 
w = C {2 In [ (z t an b ) / r ] •- 1 (56) 
for the inner core also., 
The viscojs wnir i out ion in the r momentum equation is reduced 
to zero by the form of the velocity component for u . The physical im-
plication here is that the shearing stresses are constant throughout the 
inner core region in that each of the viscous terms is approximately equal 
to zero. In a highly turbulent flow with large1 momentum Interchange, this 
condition would likely prevail in the absence of solid wall effects. 
The pressure distribution in the inner core may be determined ap-
proximately from equations 45, 50, and 55- Combination of these equations 
give 
P = C. r 
r 4 
57 
Integration with respect, to r yields 
P = 0.5 C.2 r2 + Ga(z) 4 9' 
5B; 
Assuming that the pressure distribution In tne z direction In trie 
Inner core is that impressed by the outer core at the junction of the two 
regions, tne pressure distribution in the inner core is given by 
23 
-. r- „ 2 < 2 3.$ C, (r - r. 4 i 
2 2 2 
- 0.5 C.h/r. ' - qz - 2 Cf in z + C„ 
3 i 1 < 
where r. is the radius of the outer limits of the inner core. 
l 
Experimental evidence presented by Kelsall (21) suggests using 
2.0 r m: 
as the outer limits of she inner core. 
The Apex Region 
Increasing influence of wall effects, uncertainty of the exact 
nature of the approaching and departing flow, and tne turbulent character 
of the flow in trie apex region are reasons for omission of this region 
from direct analysis. Because the air core diameter has been observed to 
be larger than the discharge opening at the apex of the core while some 
flow through the apex opening has been observed, viscous effects in this 
region scorn to be of major significance. 
Although this region is of considerable importance in the determina-
tion of the stream division, for the purposes of this investigation, the 
flow in this region will be assumed to oe an extension of the flow in the 
inner and outer cores. Tnis assumption will likely introduce error in the 
particle trajectory predictions in this region and may seriously affect 
the accuracy of overall separation efficiency predictions for the hydro-
cyclone. These effects will be discussed more completely in Chapter VII. 
The Entrance and Buffer Regions 
The slurry is admitted Into the cylindrical portion of the hydro-
cyclone by means of a single tangential entry which is of circular cross 
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section. The entrance region has two major flows to oe examined. These 
will be done only or', a qualitative basis because of the complexity of the 
boundary and entry conditions of the region. The first to be considered 
Is the secondary Plow on the roof of the hydrocyclone. 
The problem of a fixed solid boundary adjacent to a semi-Infinite 
fluid undergoing solid body rotation at distances removed from the boundary 
is presented by Schlichting (22) for laminar flow. The results o;. that 
problem may be related in a qualitative sense to the conditions existing 
on the roof of the hydrocyclone. The implication is that boundary layer 
motion on the roof results in a secondary flow spiraling inward to the 
base of the overflow tube, downward along its outer wall, and into the 
open end or the overflow tube. This boundary flow has been discussed by 
many previous investigators and is identified in the literature as short 
circuit flow. Particles in the short circuit stream which do not experi-
ence sufllcient lorces to be separated from the fluid are carried into the 
overrlow. . i_s is undesirable and seemingly could be altered oy proper 
baffling to eliminate the short circuit flow. However, according to 
Kelsall (23), most schemes to effect this result have caused a reduction 
in the separation efficiency of the hydrocyclone. 
• The other flow to oe examined is the main rlow in the cylindrical 
section. This flow can be best described if it is discussed in conjunc-
tion with the buffer zone and the results of the analysis of the outer and 
inner core flows. The turbulent character of the entrance render analyti-
cal treatment of the region in the immediate vicinity of the entrance jet 
of doubtful value. The assumption of zero radial velocity in the entrance 
region is made. This assumption neglects the short circuit flow region 
-' 
and is based on the observation of Bradley (24-) that tne "mantle" extends 
below the overflow tube. The zero radial velocity assumption also is not 
completely in accord with the observation that recirculatory flow about 
the "mantle" may constitute as much as 25 per cent of the throughflow as 
determined from the results of Kelsall (25). 
In view of the contradictions in the foregoing, particle trajec-
tories will be considered only from regions of zero radial velocity in the 
entrance section downward into the hydrocyclone. 
The buffer region Ls considered co oe a re Ion in which trie flow 
changes into the form of flow pattern required in the outer core. A smooth 
transitional radial velocity component relationship will be postulated for 
the buffer region. This will result in a vertical velocity distribution 
for the entrance and buffer regions. The exact nature of these velocities 
are presented in later sections oi this chapter. 
The expression for the tangential velocity component is assumed to 
be the same for these regions as for the inner and outer cores. 
Comparison of Predicted and Experimentally Observed Velocities 
The nature of trie flow in a hydrocyclone has been presented through 
analytical considerations with admittedly broad assumptions and qualitative 
observations based on existing solutions to some related problems. A more 
complete understanding of the reasons for the behavior of tne fluid flowing 
through tne hydrocyclone is possible through these approximate predictions 
even though the/ do not exactly describe the flow. 
Comparison of the predicted velocity profiles with those observed 
by Kelsall (26) are presented in Figure 5. The deviation of line predicted 
vertical component and consequently the radial, velocity component from 
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those presented by Kelsall as experimental observations is attributed to 
the coring phenomenon and the omission of viscous effects in portions of 
the analysis. The reasonably good agreement in the outer portion of the 
outer core substantially corroborate the observation that the mass defect 
in the turbulent flow of a fluid in a highly favorable pressure gradient 
is increasingly negligible with increasingly favorable pressure gradients 
impressed upon trie boundary layer flow. In this particular case, the cen-
trifugal effects make the pressure gradient in the direction of flow inor-
dinately large for the through flow under consideration. 
The formation of the air or vapor corf1 was not considered in the 
analytical, model. fne radius of the vapor core could be predicted from 
the pressure distribution given by equation 59. The vapor pressure of the 
liquid should be used to determine a value of r tor which the fluid pres-
sure in the hydrocyclone is equal to the vapor pressure. The coring 
phenomenon is observed to be predicted by the pressure distribution equa-
tion for all conditions of operation provided the wall pressure remains 
finite. Departure from this prediction has been observed experimentally 
provided the overflow pressure is sufficiently high and the flow rate 
sufficiently low. In this instance, the assumptions made in obtaining 
the solutions no longer apply in that different orders of magnitude pre-
vail for the velocity components. 
In that there is some deviation o i: the predicted velucity components 
from the observed velocity components in an actual hydrocyclone, a better-
prediction of the trajectories of particles in a hydrocyclone may be made 
by postula lion of velocity components which more closely approximate the 
observed ilow. 
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Postulation of Fluid Velocity Components for Trajectory Calculations 
After several trial velocity components which might represent the 
actual fluid flow in the main body of the hydrocyclone had been considered, 
the following fluid velocity components in the various regions were chosen 
as satisfactory approximations to represent the average flow conditions in 
the hydro eye lo \e . 
For aLl five :low regions, 
v = 2 r C r/(2rc)
1'8 (6l) 
fo: 
r < r < 2r 
c ^ 
and 
Cx r (o2) 
for 
tr < r \ 2 tan b 
For the outer and inner core regions, 
- a, (1 - i IT) tan b (63) 
3 c 
: [(z tan b + r )/r - 2] (64.) 
rhese components are presented in comparison with the experimental results 
of Kelsall (27) in ,-' i. jur- 7. 
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The postulated velocity components more nearly represented the ex-
perimental observations of Kelsall, especially in the vertical direction, 
and were used in particle trajectory calculations instead of the theoreti-
cal predictions obtained. 
For the buffer region, 
C (1 - i-c/r) [ l - sin (2 - z j u / U 2 "
 2 j ) J ' t a n b (65) 
w = C [(z tan b + r ) / r - 2 - [z - z ) tan b /2 r (66 
+ [ (z 2 - ZjJ/Zrc] sin [it (z - ^ / ( ^ ~
 z l ' ' ^ 
For the entrance region, 
(67) 
w = C [(,- tan b + r )/r) - 2 — tan b (z - z )/2 r] (68) 
The flow as postulated for all regions is presented in Figure 7. The ver-
tical fluid velocity component in the buffer region is based on the postu-
lated radial component variation. The equation of continuity was used to 
determine the vertical velocity variation. The radial and vertical veloc-
ities in the entrance region are extensions of the velocities in the buffer 
region evaluated at z = Zp. With this representation, the velocity com-
ponents and velocity component gradients are equal both at the entrance-
buffer and core-buffer region intersections, except for a discontinuity 
in u at z = z„. 
z 2 
The buffer region was assumed to extend from z, downward to z,, The 
{: 1 
latter was the level at which approximately 23 per cent of tnu downward 
moving fluid crossing the horizontal section at z9 would have crossed over 
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into the upward moving portion of the outer core. This assumption was 
oased on the concept, of trio recirculatory flow associated with the presence 
of the "mantle" in the hydrocyclono. 
The constants in tne velocity component relationships may be deter-
mined in the following manner. Because all of the inlet flow raL3 passes 
downward across the horizontal surface at z , the evaluation of C-, may be 
accomplished from overall continuity considerations and is given by 
C_ = 2 G./V (z, tan b - r )' 
3 1 1 c 
(69) 
The evaluation of C depends on the design of the cleaner and the 
velocity loss of the inlet stream resulting from the wall viscous effects 
which retard the rotation of the bulk of the fluid. The velocity loss 
ratio is defined as 
u v / v. 
C I 
(70) 
where v is the tangential velocity component at the cylinder wall. From 
this definition and equation 62, 




The velocity loss ratio was determined from the velocity component 
presentation of Kelsall (28) for this particular case to be 0.735. A 
compilation of the results of several investigations for the velocity loss 
ratio for different conditions of operation are presented by Bradley (29). 
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CHAPTER III 
THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A SPHERE IN 
THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION IN A MOVING 
VISCOUS FLUID 
Background 
The hydro eye LOiie is generally applied to the classification or 
separation of particles that have dimensions several orders of magnitude 
smaller than the radLus of the hydrocyclone. This condition suggests that 
wail effects will no t b.€ of great importance to particle motion except as 
the particle comes Lnto close proximity to the wall. 
In this analysis, the flow about the particle will oe assumed to 
be approximated by the equations developed for a particle moving in an 
Infinite stagnant fluid. A further assumption is that the level of the 
macroscopic turbulence In the nydrocyclone is sufficiently low to be 
negligible in. the particle trajectory determination. 
In situations involving particle motion in a roving fluid, the re-
lative velocity of the particle with respect to the fluid is used in the 
determination of the force effects. A further assumption is that, the 
forces predicted by unidirectional evaluations will be satisfactory ap-
proximations to instantaneous forces lor varidirectional cases. 
This approach has beeri employed by Lapple and Shepherd (30) in the 
evaluation of particle trajectories in two-dimensional studies. 
:'l 
Drag Force 
Experimental efforts by numerous investigators have produced a 
fairly complete knowledge of the drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds 
number for spheres, discs, cylinders, and other bodies In steady flow. 
Average values of the drag coefficient of spheres in steady flow for vari-
ous Reynolds number are presented by Lapple and Shepherd (31) based on the 
combined results of 17 investigators. These values will be used as the 
basis for an approximation to the portion of drag force prediction due to 
steady flow. It is anticipated that the range of Reynolds number of in-
terest in the application of the hydrocycione will be 0.01 < R < 10 . 
This rang-:-1 extends beyond the limit or Oseen's prediction and thereby ne-
cessitate. an approximation to tne drag coefficient as a function of 
Reynolds number lor trajectory calculations. 
A first approximation to the drag coefficient as a function of 
Reynolds number for steady flow may be expressed as piecewise continuous 
functions over three intervals. These are given by 
C = 24-0/R (72) 
for 
0.01 < R £ 1.0 , 
C = 19.$/R4/ / '7 (73) 
for 
1.0 < R £ 103 
and 
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C = 0.44 (74) 
for 
3 5 
i<r < R i 10 
These approximations are shown in comparison to the values presented by 
Lapple and Shepherd (32) in Figure 8. 
• The relative motion of a particle witn respect to the fluid in a 
hydrocyclone is not Independent of time. The effects of accelerations on 
the drag force on spheres in unsteady laminar flow were considered by 
Stokes as reported in Lamb (33) in the case of a sphere undergoing harmonic 
motion in an infinite fluid. He was able to obtain the force on the sphere 
due to the presence of the surrounding fluid This analysis led to the 
•-work of Basset and Boussinesq for arbitrary accelerations of a sphere 
which is reiterated in a study of the motions of solid bodies through vis-
cous liquids oy Lord Rayleigh (34.) > 
iV total drag force on a sphere is given by 
Fd = - M [4-5 v V/a
2 + 0.5 Vt (75) 
i. 
+ (4.5/a)(vA)°*5 J (t - x)~°'5 Vx(x) dx } 
_ OO 
where x is a dummy variable of integration. The first term is the steady 
state portion of the drag. The second term is generally referred to as 
the "added mass" effect due to the inertia of trie fluid. 




A rotating body moving through a. fluid such that the axis of rota-
tion is at an angle with the relative velocity vector of the particle with 
respect to the fluid will experience a transverse force component in a 
direction perpendicular to the plane containing the rotational axis and 
the relative velocity vector. line magnitude of tills force is a function 
of the angular velocity of the particle^ the relative velocity of the 
particle with respect to the Quid, and the shape of the body. This is 
generally referred to as Magnus effect for two-dimensional cases. 
A summary of the investigations of the Magnus effect is presented 
by Swanson {35)- A Few of the earlier major contributions are presented 
here essentially as given by Swanson. The phenomenon of the drift of a 
sliced tennis ball was recorded by S. T. Walker as early as 1671. G. Magnus 
performed crude experiments to account for tine dritt of spinning missiles 
with unbalanced musket balls and an air jet. He was successful in pre-
oicting the direction o\ the drift. Lord Rayleigh was the first to estab-
lish the ideal ffow representation of the two-dimensional case of the 
potential flow around a cylinder with circulation. Early quantitative 
data were obtained by Lafay around 1910. He reported the peculiarity of 
negative lift forces for low rotative speeds. This observation was later 
corroborated by the results of Swanson (36). 
An extensive discussion of more recent investigations of the Magnus 
effect an: presented in the work of Swanson with the exception of trie work 
of Rubinow and Keller (37) wnich had not been published at the time. Their 
investigation relates to the transverse force on a spinning sphere moving 
in a viscous fluid. The flow about a spinning sphere moving in a viscous 
3A 
fluid was determined for small Reynolds number. the transverse force and 
the torque on a sphere may be evaluated from the solution obtained. 
For the case of the spinning sphere moving steadily through an un-
bounded incompressible viscous fluid, tne lift component of force is given 
by Rubinow and Keller (38) as 
FL = n a
3 p u x V [1 + 0(x)] (76) 
where 0(R) is negligible for R < 1.0. 
The results of Rubinow and Keller indicate that the rotation causes 
no corrections to the drag of order R. According to Einstein as given by 
Rubinow and Keller (39), a sphere in shear flow V rotates with angular 
velocity 
Q = 0.5 V x 7 (77) 
An attempt to solve the case of a spinning sphere in Poiseuille 
flow was made by Rubinow and Keller (4.0) in the same manner in which they 
were successful in obtaining tne solution just discussed. The additional 
complexities of tne problem expanded the required effort for obtaining a 
solution h eyoncl reasonable bounds. This case was then considered by them 
in an approximate fashion and satisfactory order of magnitude results were 
obtained From application of equation 76 to a sphere in Poiseuille flow. 
Buoyant Force 
Buoyant forces are generally defined as trie net force acting on a 
body suomerged in a fluid due to the pressure gradient in tne fluid in the 
vicinity of the body due to buoy forces on tne fluid. Applying tnis 
35 
general definition to the case being considered, the components of the 
buoyant Force are given approximately by 




Fb = p (vol) g (79) 
' z 
There is no component acting in the 0 direction because of axial symmetry 
Ine contribution of the radial and vertical velocity gradients to the pres-
sure distribution as determined in Chapter II are neglected here. 
Application to Spherical Particles in Hydrocyclone Flow 
The equations of motion of a particle may be developed from a con-
sideration of the forces acting on the particle. The net force is related 
to the resulting motion of a particle through Newton's second law. 
The relative motion of the particle with respect to the fluid in a 
hydroeyeione is cf ar unsteady nature and thereby necessitates considera-
tion of the effects of acceleration on tnc drag forces involved. A first 
approximation to this effect ruy be obtained from consideration of the 
second term of equation 75 which is the resultant force predicted by clas-
sical hydrodynamics and generally known as the "added mass" effect. 
The direction of the drag force is assumed to be in the direction 
of the relative velocity vector of the particle with respect to the fluid. 
The drag force component magnitude and sense for !:he various coordinate 
directions may be determined by multiplying the drag force by (u-U)/V, 
(v-V)/V, and (w-W)/\/ for the r , 0 , and z directions respectively. 
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The lift force for this application may be approximated by equation 
76 if the influence of large Reynolds number is neglected. The fluid 
velocity components were developed in Chapter 11 and may be employed to 
determine the angular velocity of trie sphere as given by equation 77. 
From the generalized curvilinear coordinate development of Rouse 
(42), the particle angular velocity may be obtained from the observation 
that 
V X V = i[w (rv) ]/r + j[u - w J + k[(rv) - u ]/r (80) 
The assumption of axial symmetry and the velocity components of equations 
62 through 64. reduces equation 80 to 
V x v = j[C0(z tan b + r )/r ] + k(0.2 CJT ) (8l) 
3' c 1 
The relative velocity is given by 
V = i(u-U) + j(v-V) + k(w-W) (82; 
Combination of equat ions 76, 8 1 , and 82 with the omission of 0(R) from 
equat ion 76 r e s u l t s in 
F = 0.5 K p a3 ( i [C (z tan b + r )(w-W)/r2 (33 
- 0 . 2 C 1 / r
1 * S ) ( v - ¥ ) ] + j . [ ( 0 . 2 C i / r
1 ' 8 ) ( u - U ) ] 
- k [C (z tan o + r ) (u - tQ / r ] j 
j j c 
An order of magnitude analysis of the lift force in relation to the 
drag force indicated that the lift forces should oe included in the pre-
diction of trie particle trajectories. 
37 
N e k t o n ' s second law of mot ion may now be a p p l i e d in t h e t n r e e coor 
d i n a t e d i r e c t : ! oris t o g i v e t h r e e e q u a t i o n s oi m o t i o n . In p o l a r c o o r d i n a t e 
t h e y a r e 
wnere 
M (x, , - V / r ) i 7 
s t t ] 
r O t t + 2UV/r) = 2 F 




= F , + F. + F. 
d o t 
r •: r 
2 ¥n = F , + F. 
9 °0 L 0 
2 b = F , + F. H- :-, + F 
z d b I q 




remembering t h a t t h e f o r c e components of d rag may be o b t a i n e d by t h e d i r e 
t i o n c o s i n e s and t h e t o t a l d r ag f o r c e . 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF" NOTION FOR 
SPHERES IN HYDROCYCLONE FLOW 
Statement of the Proolem. 
The fluid velocity components for Mow In a hydrocyclone were de-
veloped in Chapter II and the equations of motion for particles in three-
dimensional fiow were developed in Cnapter I'll. Trajectories of individual 
spheres in a hydrocyclone will allow the prediction of separation charac-
teristics for given operating conditions in a particular hydrocyclone. 
All attempts to non-dimensionalize the equations of notion of the sphere 
l:i order to present a generalized trajectory were unsuccessful. This means 
that trajectory calculations must be made for each condition of operation 
for each hydrocyclone in order to predict the separation characteristics. 
A hydrocyclone configuration was chosen identical to the one used by 
Kelsall (41) for determining velocity components except that a shorter 
accepts nozzle was used in this study. Good observation of the trajec-
tories could not be obtained with the long accepts nozzle. This selection 
fixed the geometry of the flow field and limited the study to a given 
hydrocyclone. 
The equations of motion of particles In three-dimensional motion 
were recognized as three independent, second order, non-linear, ordinary 
differential equations to be solved simultaneously with time as the only 
independent variable, The solution was based on the assumption of initial 
conditions for the particle trajectory. The initial conditions will be 
J9 
discussed in detail for each of the solutions obtained as they are de-
veloped in this chapter . 
Several assumptions were necessary in the application of the equa-
tions of motion of a particle in tnree-dimensional fluid notion to the 
present case in order to implement an approximate solution. The first o: 
these was tnat tiie presence o: the particle would not affect the fluid 
velocity distribution in the hydrocyclone. It was assumed further that 
the particle would be sufficiently small in relation to the radius of the 
hydrocyclone so nnat wall effects would not Interfere with particle motion 
as predicted by the drag, "buoyant", and lift forces determined for par-
ticles in an infinite fluid. 
Thus the problem was resolved to obtaining the solution of an ini-
tial value problem of three, second order, non-linear, ordinary differ-
ential equations wit; time as the only independent variable, 
Numerical Solutions 
The three equations discussed abov , were transformed into six first 
order equations by observing tnat the particle velocity components may be 
'written as 
U = r (90) 
V = ret (91) 
W = zt (92) 
Several standard techniques of numerical analysis were considered 
and the modified method of Euier was chosen as the method to oe used on 
the basis of implementation of the simultaneous solution of six first 
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order differential equations having a variable parameter to be evaluated 
from the marching solution as it proceeds. This method simply uses the 
average value ot the slopes at Lne ends of an interval to predict the 
function change over the interval. The initial conditions allowed a 
rnarchinq solution to be made without regard to the ultimate value of th4 
functions at the .end of the trajectory, 
As a first estimate of the trajectories only the steady state drag 
force, buoyant force and the added mass term of the acceleration contri-
bution to drag were considered. The lift force term was included in later 
solutions, the equations to be solved for this case were obtained from 
equations 84 through 89 and are given as 
Ut = (V
2 - v2/s)/r + 3 CV (u-U)/4 SD + Vt (u-U)/2 SV (93) 
•Jt = 3 CV (v-V)/4. 3D - UV/r - Vt (v-V)/2 SV (94) 
Wt = (g/S) - g + 3 CV (w-W)A ST + 7 (w-W)/2 SV (95) 
and 
(96) 
8t = V/r (97 
zt = w (98; 
with the initial conditions 
U = u r = r 
0 0 0 0 
v = v e = 0.0 
0 o 
W = w Z = Z 
0 0 0 0 
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where C was approximated by 
C = 2U/R for 0 <-fi < 1.0 
ahd 
C = 19.5/fr ;. for 1.0 < R < 1000.0 
Multiplying eac! equation through by dt and applying the modified method 
of Euler resulted in a system of equations suitaole. for solution on a 
digital computer. A calculation flow diagram for the sequence of the 
major operations being performed by the computer in executina the solution 
of the dif f ereii iLaX system is presented as Figure 28. An "Algol" program 
was written to implement the solution of these equations for the particle 
trajectories and is presented in Appendix B as used on the Burroughs 220 
Data Processing System of the Rich Electronic Computer Center at the 
Georgia institute of Technology. 
The Solution to the differential system displayed unstable charac-
teristics with relatively large time intervals. This difficulty was cir-
cumvented by decreasing the time interval to a satisfactorily small value. 
This value was obtained oy taking a trial problem and reducing the time 
interval by a factor of two to determine the relative accuracy of the 
results for the calculations,, The maximum allowable time interval varied 
with the conditions of operation imposed on the system and were deter-
mined for each of the conditions of operation by trial and error. 
In an effort to simplify the calculations, the further approximation 
of assuming that the particles attained the fluid velocities in the B and 
z directions respectively was made. The results of this simplified system 
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agreed fairly closely with those of the previous differential system. This 
observation is offered in support of the 5 per cent agreement of particle 
and fluid radial and vertical velocities mentioned in Chapter I. The 
results are shown in Figure 9. This comparison indicates that the sim-
plified systen would y; Id a suitable approximation for the inlet trajec-
tories o: particles with similar operating conditions provided that tne 
lift effects are negligible. The results of Lappie and Shepherd (4-2) in-
dicate that a transverse velocity component will affect the rate oi trav-
erse in a given direction and the reasonable aqreernent of tne above should 
not be construed to be a general statement valid throughout the hydro-
cyclone . 
Case I. Particle Reynolds Mumper Less Than One 
For small particles remaining in the Stokes flow regime, the time 
required to calculate a trajectory was prohibitively long on tne Furrougns 
220 machine with the method used because of the extremely short time in-
terval required for stable computations. Only a partial trajectory was 
calculated tor this case and is presented In Figure 10. The same hydro-
cyclone operating conditions were used in obtaining analog computer solu-
tions which will be discussed later. 
Case II. Particle Reynolds Number Greater Than One 
The components of the lift force were added to the equations of 
motion and trajectories were calculated for spherical particles In the 
hydrocyclone for several conditions of operation. As an approximation to 
the lift force in the entrance and buffer regions, the equations for tne 
lift components in the inner and outer cores were used. The time required 
to reach essentially steady state was extremely small so that only the 
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"added mass" tern in equation 75 01 ine acceleration effects was used in 
the calculations for the drag force. 
'J he predicted trajectories ior several conditions of operation were 
obtained for comparison with the results of the experimental program. The 
tnree conditions of-operation considcreo i.or the lurnerical calculations 
were taken as given below. 
Condition I. Conditions of operation of 
1.0 v = 0.91 x id"5 
0-0083 D - 0.0014 
0.0208 g = 32.2 
1.01 
with consistent units were .used for calculation of the particle trajec-
tories. Results of these calculations are presented in Figure lia. 
Conditio.n II. conditions of operation were the same as those of 
Condition I except that 5 = 1.0067. The results .of these calculations are 
presented in Figure Ho.. 
Condition III,. Conditions of operation of 
10 v = 0.91 x 10~5 
0.0083 D = 0.0024 
u.u*£!?3 '3 = 32.. 2 
1.0, 0.99, 0.98 
were used. h\e tnree specific gravity values were used successive1!y in 
order to arrive at analytical predictions of the separation efficiency 
r = 
c 





for comparison with experimental observations which were taken over a wider 
range of specific gravity. Tne results of the separation efficiency pre-
dictions of Conditions I and II indicated tnat very small specific gravity 
differences would effect complete particle removal for the conditions used. 
The specific gravity values selected for Condition III were based on the 
trend established by their and the shape of the separation curve as deter-
mined experimentally and presented as Figure 27. Trajectory prt 'lotions 
for these conditions are presented in Figure 12. 
Analog Computer Solutions 
Case I. Particle Reynolds Number Less Than One, No Lift 
With very small particles, the effect of lift and the relative ve-
locities In ti.e 9 and z directions become negligible. The Reynolds num-
ber for this condition was considered to be Less bhan one, consequently 
Stokeb prediction of tne drag coefficient holds. Relative acceleration 
of the particle becomes negligible shortly after the beginning of the par-
ticle trajectory ano wa;> ne .j.Le ../leu in Tijc :;.:.• so. As previously stated, 
the numerical solution for this case proceeded very slowly, thereby con-
suming excess computational time. 
Consideration of the particle trajectories for only the outer core 
region for the special case described above rendered the problem ideally 
suited to application of the electrical analog computer as a means of 
determining the particle trajectory prediction. The macnine time for 
solution was easily adjusted to a reasonable period by combination of 
transforming the equations Lr.to a machine parameter representation and 
adjustment of tne corr.outing time by changing the capacitance across the 
integrating amplifiers of the circuit. 
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Trie equat ions to ce soivec uric or toe assumptions enumerated above 
were obtained from equat ions 84 through 39 and were reduced to 
r t t = 0 ^ ( 1 •- 1/S) r
 2 ' 6 18 C 3 [ ( t an b ) ( l •- TJT) - v^/s \? (99) 
z, = CL [z tan b + r ) / r - 2] 
t 3 c 100' 
and 
t 
U l r 
- 1 . 8 
(101) 
The circuit diagram for the analog computer used in obtaining 
solutions of these equations for various conditions is presented as Fig-
ure 29 in Appendix C. Conditions were imposed to make a base solution 
and individual parameter changes about this oase condition presented the 
effects of variation of the individual parameters with minimum changes 
required in the program. The conditions for the base trajectory deter-
mination were 
b = 10 
V = 1.0639 x 13 
r = 0.01 
c 




zn = 0.6607 u 
S - 1.02 
tan b = 0.1763 
Q. = 0.0233 
= 0.12$ 
= 0.6607 
9Q = 0.0 
D = 0.0007332 
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with consistent units being used throughout. The solutions are shown as 
r versus z presentations for the case given above for several different 
initial conditions on r in Figure 10. 
The different conditions for the numerical solution and the analog 
solution account for the deviation of the two trajectories. The entrance 
and buffer regions were not considered in the analog solution. 
The effects on given trajectories produced by variation of flow 
rate, specific gravity of the particle with respect to the slurry, and 
sphere diameter were considered and the solutions obtained for tnese cases 
are presented in figures 1.3 through 15. 
Case II. Particle Reynolds Number Greater Than One, No Lift 
A second series oi analog computer solutions were obtained for the 
special Cc.se of steady state drag effects, tangential particle velocity 
component equal to the tangential fluid velocity component, no lift forces, 
and given operating conditions, The circuit diagram presented as Figure 30 
in Appendix C was used on the analog computer in obtaining solutions of tne 
following equations which were obtained from equations 84 through 89. 
r = C2 (1 - 1/3) r - 2 ' ° + 0.75 CV (u - r t ) / S D (102) 
9 t t = 0.73 CV (w - W.t)/3D (103) 
where 
u = - Co t a n b ( i - r / r ) (104! 
and 
w = C [(z tan b + r j / r - 2] (105 
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Some rattier interesting trajectories wore ootained from this program 
for some of the special conditions Imposed on the operational parameters. 
After secondary trajectories r.ad oeen experimentally observed in the visual 
studies of the particle trajectories, initial conditions were imposed to 
start tut solution with the particle residing in the inner core of the 
hydrocyclone at the fluid velocity, Particle trajectories for a special 
case and the conditions imposed are presented in Figure 16 as a plol of 
tne r versus z position of the particle. The trajectory prediction 
proceeded reasonably fast except in. the vicinity of the equilibrium posi-
tion indicated in Figure 16. The experimental counterpart of this obser-
vation will be discussed in Chapter VII. 
Case III. Particle Reynolds Number Greater Than One, Lift Included 
The complexity of the full equations of motion including the lift 
force comoonents greatly increased the special equipment requirements for 
the application of the analog computer. The non-linear equipment then 
available would nave been insufficient for tne program requirements. In 
view of these limitations and the fact that numerical solutions would be 
obtained for the general case, the full equations w re not solved by 
analog computer technique. 
Comparison of Numerical and Analog Methods of Solution 
Digital computing machinery is capable of performing a tremendous 
number of operations very accurate! / in a snort time. ihis allows the 
application of various well known numerical techniques to obtaining the 
solution of differential systems. For tne cases considered in this work, 
tne numerical approach was readily implemented through the convenience and 
relative ease of programming presented by the "Algol" language for use with 
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the compiler for the Burroughs 220 data processing system. The numerical 
scheme exhibited unstable computational characteristics for time intervals 
too large :or certain conditions of the problem. Trial techniques allowed 
the determination of the maximum satisfactory time interval which could be 
used in the calculations. Successive increases of the time interval ex-
nibited the onset of instability of the solution. Provided this limit 
was not exceeded, the solution pro seeded smootnly. The limitation of a 
maximum time interval rendered the technique undesiraole rrom a computa-
tional time requirement point of view for some cases. 
The electrical analog computer presents an excellent vehicle for 
the solution of ordinary differential systems having one independent vari-
able. Auxiliary equipment for non-linear considerations is available in 
electronic or electro-mechanical components. Programming of the analog 
computer was readily accomplished by using the patchboard technique. This 
system allows several programs to be in various stages of progress simul-
taneously without tying up the computer components for eacn program being 
considered. The analog solution is generally implemented by transforming 
the equations in real parameters into equations of machine parameters 
which will remain in a satisfactory range for the voltage representation 
of the machine parameters. On vacuum tube machines this is usually -100 
to +100 volts. The machine time lor solution of a problem can be readily 
adjusted either in the transformation of the equations or by changing the 
capacitance across all of the integrating amplifiers. This solution time 
adjustment does not seriously affect the accuracy provided it remains 
within the response time capability of the electro-mechanical components. 
The latter operation does not affect any of Lne other values used in the 
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circuit and is especially convenient wr.en the maximum rate of solution is 
appreciably different for various initial conditions. ' In the application 
of the analog computer to the determination of the secondary trajectories, 
this feature was very beneficial in that nigh velocities were experienced 
relative to those of the entry trajectories and the result was an overload 
In the velocity integrators for the same speed or solution used above. 
This condition was alleviated by slowing down the solution speed. 
The non-linear equipment may introduce some error into the solution 
out this depends on trie particular application and a first approximation 
to the error may be obtained by checking the program for repeatability 
characteristics„ 
A limitation of the program employed here was that the entire flow 
field was not described. This deficiency could have been overcome by 
limiting controls and auxiliary programs for these regions similar to 
those employed in the numerical solution. Because the major portion of 
the trajectory was in the outer core, the analog solutions were obtained 
using only the relations for the fluid velocity components for this region. 
Both the analog and digital computers have desirable and detrimental 
characteristics which should be considered in the selection of the method 
by which a solution to a differential system is to be obtained. The digi-
tal computers have accuracy characteristics limited only by the number of 
digits that the programmer chooses to employ in trie calculations. Errors 
in the solution of differential systems are introduced inadvertently 
through the numerical methods employed in obtaining the solutions. proper 
interval selection and judicious choice of method for a particular problem 
generally produces satisfactory results. The analog method of solution is 
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continuous and represents the differential equations within a small degree 
of error but additional errors are introduced because of the physical 
limitations of linear amplification, precision resistance and capacitance 
components, and output equipment accuracy. Analo i computer components are 
currently available with a precision of 0.1 per cent. As with the digital 
computers, the analog solutions can give quite satisfactory results; how-
ever, they are somewhat more dependent on the careful implementation of 
solution by the operator. 
The overall accuracy of the analog solution is dependent on the 
quantity of components in the circuit, the cancellation of error effects 
which may occur, tno precision to which each component is either made or 
adjusted, and trie accuracy of i..ie :utput. Obviously, no exact figure can 
be quoted for overall accuracy. This can oest be determined by test cases 
for which a solution is known. 
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CHAPTER V 
SEPARATION EFFICIENCY PREDICTIONS 
Method of Prediction 
The separation efficiency of a hydrocyclone applied to the removal 
of particles from a slurry may be defined as the per cent removal of par-
ticles from the stream. P-ri.iole trajectory solutions are readily amena-
ble to the prediction of the separation efficiency of a hydrocyclone for 
particular operating conditions. Predictions made here will oe only ap-
proximate because of secondary effects omitted from tne particle trajec-
tory calculations. In the apex region, the particles may be drawn into 
the inner core and be carried out trie overflow tube resulting in a source 
of inefficiency that nas been excluded from the particle- trajectory pre-
diction. Under certain conditions of operation, particles may be drawn 
out tne overflow oy the short circuit flow which nas also oeen neglected 
in the trajectory calculations, 
The separation efficiencies may be obtained from the predicted tra-
jectories in the following manner, A particle distribution across the 
beginning section is assumed to be proportional to the volumetric flow 
rate across tne area being considered; I.e., the particles are assumed to 
Oe uniformly distributed in the slurry at this level in tne hydrocyclone. 
The distribution of the part ices passing this area may be ascertained as 
an explicit function of r from the foregoing assumption and the relation 
Q = 2% I wr dr (106) 
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A neutral trajectory may be defined as the trajectory which termi-
nates at the intersection of the air core with the core wall geometry. A 
particle trajectory starting at a radius larger than the initial radius ot 
the neutral trajectory would intersect with the hydrocyclone wall and 
thereby be considered as particles reporting to the underflow. Trajec-
tories starting at radii smaller than the initial radius of the neutral 
trajectory are assumed to represent particles that would report to the 
overflow. 
The percentage of particles reporting to the underflow may then be 
determined by a consideration of the percentage of the particles introduced 
into the hydrocyclone through the area outside of the initial radius of 
the neutral trajectory. 
The flow rate outside the neutral trajectory is given by 
2T: w r d: 
The separation efficiency is then given by 
e = (Q /Q.) 100 
rr 1 
(107) 
The initial radius of the neutral trajectory may be determined ap-
proximately by calculation of several inlet trajectories for various ini-
tial radii and interpolation of the resultant trajectories for the initial 
radius of the neutral trajectory. 
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Application to Special Cases 
Case I, Particle Reynolds Number Less Tin an One 
The results obtained from the analog computer program for the 
special case of very small particle Reynolds numoer is readily amenable 
to the method of separation efficiency prediction outlined above. The ap-
proximations involved in obtaining these particle trajectories weie dis-
cussed In the Analog Computer Solutions section of Chapter IV. The initial 
value of r for the neutral trajectory is 0.099 as observed in Figure 11. 
In that centrifugation effects are relatively small in this case, 
it is assumed that the particles would be uniformly distributed in the 
slurry at the beginning section of the particle trajectory prediction, 
I.e., at z = z . Using the vertical fluid velocity component and equation 
10b, the Plow race across the horizontal section at z = z is given by 
0 = 2 C [{z tan b + r ) r - r2] (108) 
Using this flow rate distribution with the definition of separation 
efficiency given by equation 107 and the conditions of operation for this 
special case, the approximate predicted separation efficiency is 87 per 
cent. 
Case II. Particle Reynolds Number Greater Than One 
The results obtained from the digital computer solutions to the full 
equations of motion may be applied to the predictions of the approximate 
separation efficiency as defined by equation 107. The conditions of opera-
tion used in the trajectory calculations were discussed in the Numerical 
Solutions section of Chapter IV. 
>A 
In this case it is assumed that the particles are uniformly distrib-
uted in the slurry at the initial value of z used in the trajectory calcu-
lations. Using the vertical fluid velocity component for this region and 
equation 106, the ::low rate distribution across the horizontal section at 
z = z is given oy 
u 
Q = 2 C^ [(z,„ tan b +- r j r - r2] - tan b [(z^ - z^ r/2] (109) 
Using this flow rate distribution with the definition, of separation 
efficiency given oy equation 107 and the conditions of operation for this 
special case, the predicted separation efficiency becomes 100 per cent 
lor Condition I because all of the trajectories intersected witn the cone 
wall geometry. 
Employing the same procedure, the predicted separation for Condition 
II is similarly 100 per cent, 
For the three sp clfic gravities considered in Condition III, the 
predicted separation efficiencies are 0, 3>o, and 85 per cent. Tnese 





Description of the Apparatus 
A transparent model was required to permit observation of Individual 
particle trajectories by suitable illumination of the slurry moving through 
the hydrocycione. After several possible means of construction were con-
sidered, plexiglass rod of appropriate diameter was carefully macnined and 
polished to form the three Inch hydrocycione shown in cross section in 
Figure 17. Trie inherent refractory properties of a cylindrical exterior-
surface was detrimental to observation of the particle trajectories in the 
hydrocycione. Because of the similarity of refractory properties of water 
and plexiglass, a square plexiglass box was constructed to surround the 
hydrocycione and was filled with water. This eliminated refractory prob-
lems of any practical significance, automatically eliminating any cumber-
some corrections in the interpretation Of the observations of the particle 
trajectories. 
An intense light source which could be used lor long periods was 
required. A mercury vapor lamp afforded these characteristics and was 
housed in a suitably oaf tied and slLtted chamber. A Ken-Rad, H 33-1-CD, 
U00 Watt, mercury vapor lamp was used. The ballast transformer required 
for the mercury arc vapor lamp was a Sola, 78-10-216, constant wattage 
transformer, single phase with a 110 volt primary supply requirement. 
A schematic diagram of the flow system is presented In Figure 13. 
A hold tank of 30 gallons capacity was provided for the slurry. Gravity 
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drain of the no Id tank was provided. Plastic piping with nylon liftings 
was used where feasiole to prevent rust particles from clouding the flow 
in the model. 
The slurry was drawn from bottom of the hold tank into the suction 
of a centrifugal purnp rated at 4-0 GPM of water operating witn a 110 foot 
head. The pump was driven by an integrally mounted one and one half horse-
power 220 vols single phase motor. Trie discharge from the pump was divided 
in a tee into the in', et stream for the hydrocyclone and the recycle stream. 
The latter was utilized as a hydraulic agitator to maintain suspension oi 
the particles in the hold tank. A gate valve was used Lo control the flow 
rate in the recycle Line.'. Trie entry of the recycle line into the hold 
tank was litted with a tee to divide the stream in order to prevent the 
formation of a vortex which would allow air entrainment in the suction 
flow to the pump. The inlet strea;:. was Throttled by a gate valve preced-
ing the Schutte and Koerting, body 9655B, tube 9HCFB, Fig. 8-210, special 
float flowrater. The feed stream went directly From the flowrater dis-
charge into the entry part oi the hydrocyclone. The overflow tube was 
connected to a return line to the hold tank. A gate valve was used Lo 
control the back pressure on the overflow stream. The underflow tip was 
connected to a gravity drain line returning the underflow stream to the 
hold tank. The discharge end of the underflow line was open to the at-
mosphere, thus allowing air movement into the apex opening of the hydro-
cyclone . 
Bourdon gages were used to measure the pressure of the feed (0-100 
psi) and overflow (0-15 psi) streams. A mercury in glass thermometer 
(0-220° F) was used to measure the temperature of the water in. the hold 
tank. 
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The spherical particles were DuPont, Jelaspan 8, polystyrene base, 
suspension polymerized particles. The expanding agent present in the 
particles did no: acnLv-te ..ntil tne particle reached approximately 200° F. 
The particles were sufficiently tough to withstand the rougn treatment of 
passing through the pump rotor for severa_ nours before fracture of tne 
particles oecame evident. Tne specific gravity o: the panicles was found 
to be 1.039 ± 0.0005 by floatation and sinking observations in solutions 
of magnesium sulfate. The specific gravity of the magnesium sulfate solu-
tion was determined by a floatation gravitometer. 
The particles were sized by screening and the size range giving the 
best traj story tract was the -20 + 25 mesh U.S. sieve size range. 
In order to obtain variations in the operating conditions, tne spe-
cific gravity of the fluid was adjusted by addition of magnesium sulfate 
in the proper quantities. This scheme had been successfully employed oy 
Moder and Dahlstrom (.43) . 
A 4 x 5 Speed Granhic camera equipped with a Polaroid attachment 
was used to photograph tne particle trajectories In the hydroeyelone. 
Polaroid Type 47 film with an ASA film speed rating of 3000 was used. 
Experimental Procedure 
The float for metering water with the flowrater was not readily 
available at the time the experiment was to m- conducted. A float was 
fabricated in order to expedite the experimental phase of the work. Trial 
weights of the float were used to arrive at a reasonable deflection for 
the How rate range anticipated. The flowrater was then calibrated by 
taking the average of two timed bucket samples for Live different flow 
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rates. The calibration curve is presented in Figure 19. The float was 
satisfactory for the flow rates encountered in this application. 
The hold tank was calibrated for water capacity by weighed bucket 
additions to tne tank. 
The specific gravities of aqueous magnesium sulfate solutions are 
presented for various concentrations in (4-4). It was observed that up to 
a specific gravity of 1,04- the relationship could be approximated as a 
linear increase in speciric gravity with an increase in the percentage 
concentration of magnesium sulfate. Specific gravity values of the spheres 
with respect to the magnesium sulfate solution were selected :'or experi-
mental investigation., The specific gravity of the spheres was 1.039 and 
tne required specific gravity of the solution was easily determined. 
The hold tank was filled with tne desired amount of water and the 
required quantity of magnesium sulfate was added. The mixture was agitated 
oy pumping it through the recycle line until a solution was formed. Tne 
solution was tnen allowed to remain quiescent for approximately two hours 
to allow the air bubbles entrained in the solution by the addition of the 
magnesium sulfate to escape from the surface in the hold tank. 
Tlvr desired quantity of spneres were treated in a 100 ml beaker with 
a 5 per c nt solution o: h/amine 2339 to render tne surface hydrophilic. 
The supernatent liquid was decanted after the spneres nad settled. The 
spheres were tfien wasned to prevent formation of foam in tne system from 
the addition of excess quantities of the surfactant when the spneres were 
added to the system. 
Opt'rating conditions were adjusted to the desired values by proper 
valve manipulation after tne pump was started. 
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The operating conditions were recorded and particle trajectories 
were photographed. The operating conditions were numbered sequentially 
and a corresponding number for identification along with film exposure 
conditions were written on the back of the Polaroid prints as they were 
removed from the camera. 
The first series of pictures were made with a one-eighth inch slit 
of liqnt directed across Lhe diameter of the hydroeye lone with the camera 
directed lormal to fche illuminated section. Consequently, the spheres 
•/./ere illuminated only as they crossed the slit of light and the result 
was a series of images indicating the intersection of the particle tra-
jectory with the illuminated section. Particles were observed rotating 
in equilibrium circles as shown in Figure 26. 
The second series of pictures were taken with the entire model il-
luminated in an effort to obtain the trace of the particle trajectory by 
a time exposure of the film. This method of illumination resulted in 
diminished contrast oetween the particles and the solution. One set of 
pictures in this series were made with the specific gravity of the slurry 
at 1.035. The results of this set 'were not satisfactory in that air en-
trainment • -came a serious problem with the increased salt concentration. 
The small air bubbles caused the slurry to be almost as reflective or re-
fractive as the spheres, thus eliminating the necessary contrast for mak-
ing suitable pictures. Another set of pictures were taken after the salt 
concentration had been decreased by dilution to a slurry specific gravity 
of 1,021. At this level of salt concentration, the air entrainment was 
not sufficient to appreciably increase the retraction of light by the 
slurry. The particle traces in this set were discern.able for short lengths 
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of tne trajectories. Trie trace length was shortened by tne necessarily 
small time exposure for suitable contrast Ln the picture. An example of 
the results of this set of pictures is presented in Figure 20. The inad-
vertently large particle concentration caused these results to be only of 
qualitative value, 
A third series of pictures were taken with the one—eighth inch slit 
of light across the diameter of the hydrocyclone ror salt solution con-
centrations giving slurry specific gravities of 1.033 and 1.021. The 
difficulties encountered with the contrast of particles and slurry for 
good photographic results in the second series were also encountered with 
this lighting condition. For the slurry specific gravity of 1.035, no 
useful results were obtained. The set of pictures taken with the slurry 
specific gravity at 1.021 were reasonably satisfactory. An example of 
the results obtained in this set is presented in Figure 21. 
A fourth series of pictures were taken with no salt in the solution 
in order to obtain good contrast between the particles and the slurry. An 
example of tne results obtained in this series is presented in Figure 25. 
Considerable effort had been made to photograph the phenomenon of the par-
ticle entering the inner core in the vicinity of the apox region and oeing 
carried out through tne overflow tube before it could escape :rom tne in-
ner core. A fortunate selection of the arbitrary time of tripping the 
shutter meenanism rather tnan some elaborate control scheme to capture the 
trajectory is responsible for the photograph presented in Figure 25. The 
uncertainties of i.nitiâ  starting time involved plus the short time dura-
tion of the trajectory in the inner core made this trajectory rather elu-
sive from a photographic point or view. 
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Measurements were made for comparison of the separation efficiency 
with the analytical predictions. Conditions of operation were also estab-
lished for experimental verification of some of the concepts of the mech-
anism of operation of the nydrocyclone as developed here. The data were 
collected in the following manner. The inlet stream flow rate was deter-
mined from the flowrater indication and the calibration curve presented as 
Figure 19. A timed sample of the underflow stream was collected, weighed 
on a 0.1 gram balance, and filtered. The filtered sample was then dried 
and weighed on a 0.0001 gram balance in order to ascertain the mass of the 
particles collected in the underflow sample. The overflow stream was 
passed through a No. 30, U.S. sieve size screen which caught the particles 
in the overflow stream daring the same time interval as was used in ob-
taining t; e underflow sample.; i.e., the samples were collected simulta-
neously. Tne time required to take the sample was oi the order cf 10 
seconds. Tne particles from the overflow were then collected, dried, and 
weighed on a 0.0001 gram balance ior the determination of the particle 
concentration in tne overflow stream. Simple continuity relationships 
then allowed the determination of the inlet stream particle concentration. 
Samples of tne slurry were taken from the hold tank for subsequent 
determination of the specific 'gravity of the solution. 
Having thus obtained the necessary data, the separation efficiency 
could be calculated from tne avotag.) va_ues of three samples taken for 
each run. It was necessary to add particles to the slurry hold tank In-
termittently because of the removal in the sampling process. No attempt 
was made to maintain the same inlet stream particle consistency throughout 
the investigation; however, the particle consistency did remain below one 
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per cent which is well oelow Lhe maximum value allowable before the effi-
ciency is affected by the increased particle cons .stency as suggested uy 
Vontein, van Kooy, and L.eninger (4-5)- The results of Lhe experimental 
investigation of separation efficiency are presented in Table I, below, 
and Figure 27. 
Separation efficiency studies resulted in corroboration of the ana-
lytical predictions and visual observation of particles being carried out 
the overflow after having reached Lhe vicinity of Lhe underflow by the 
fluid moving up through the inner core. The low separation efficiencies 
noted for runs 2, 3, 6, and 23 are attributed to this phenomenon and proper-
adjustment of the operating pressures resulted in an improvement in the 
separating effectiveness at essentially the same flow rates* Increased 
overflow pressure decreased she diameter of the air or vapor core and 
consequently the diameter of the inner core, therefore fewer particles 
were carried out through the overflow by the means just described. 
Accuracy of Measurements 
Flowrater Calibration. 
Timed bucket samples were taken to calibrate the flowrater which 
was equipped witn a special float tor this experiment. Samples of the 
order of 23 pounds were faker over a time Interval of as small as approxi-
mately 10 seconds. The weight was determined accurately within 0.04- lbm 
on a 0.1 lbm scale; the error being introduced oy an estimated variation 
in the tare due to different amounts of residual slurry in the sample 
bucket. The time was recorded within 0.5 seconds from a stop watch with 
a 0.1 second scale; the error oeing introduced by reaction time in bucket 
removal. Trie reading on the flowrater scale was observed within 1.0 mm 
TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
PRESSURES FLOW RATES RELATIVE PER CENT SEP 
RUN PSIG LBM / SEC SPECIFIC TEMP U-F nFF 
NUMBER INLET OVERFLOW INLET OVERFLOW UNDERFLOW GRAVITY DEG.F SLURRY PER CENT 
1 5 . 0 0 . 5 0 . 7 1 0 . 7 0 1 0 . 0 0 9 1 . 0 3 9 78 1 . 2 7 9 9 . 9 
2 2 9 . 0 1 . 5 1 . 6 5 1 . 6 3 7 0 . 0 1 3 1 . 0 3 9 81 0 . 7 9 2 . 1 
• ' • 1 3 . 1 1 . 0 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 4 9 0 . 0 1 1 1 . 0 3 9 61 1 . 0 4 1 4 . 6 
', 7 . 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 5 0 . 7 4 2 0 . 0 0 8 1 . 0 3 9 81 1 . 0 7 9 7 . 1 
' 1 1 . 0 0 . 8 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 7 9 0 . 0 1 1 1 . 0 1 0 81 1 . 1 1 1 .9 
7 1 8 . 0 9 . 0 0 . 9 3 0 . 8 9 2 0 . 0 3 8 1 . 0 1 0 81 4 . 0 9 r'f- C 
c 3 2 . 0 1 5 . 0 1 . 3 0 1 . 2 6 7 0 . 0 3 3 1 . 0 1 0 80 2 . 5 4 9 4 . 3 
10 3 2 * 0 1 5 . 0 1 . 3 0 1 ~> ~! 1 K • £ I C 
r\ n -i n 
U • U c. o 1 . 0 3 9 80 2 . 1 5 9 9 . 0 
i 3 2 . 0 1 5 . 0 1 . 3 0 1 . 2 7 1 0 . 0 2 9 1 . 0 0 7 81 2 . 2 3 5 2 . 5 
2 0 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 6 2 1 . 4 5 5 0 . 1 6 5 1 . 0 1 6 82 1 0 . 1 8 9 7 . 3 
2 1 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 6 2 1 . 4 5 0 0 . 1 7 0 1 . 0 0 8 82 1 0 . 4 9 8 9 . 4 
22 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 6 2 1 . 4 5 5 0 . 165 1 . 0 0 3 62 1 0 . 1 8 4 3 . 4 
2 3 2 9 . 0 a.a 1 . 6 2 1 . 4 6 0 0 . 160 0 . 9 9 6 82 9 . 8 8 1 6 . 2 
2 4 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 6 2 1 . 4 6 1 0 . 1 5 9 0 . 9 b 9 81 9 . 8 1 7 . 6 
25 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 8 0 1 . 6 2 1 0 . 1 7 9 1 . 0 0 3 82 9 . 9 4 5 5 . 9 
26 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 8 0 1 . 6 2 0 0 . 180 0 . 9 9 6 82 1 0 . 0 0 2 1 . 8 
2 7 2 9 . 0 8 . 0 1 . 7 7 1 . 6 0 0 0 . 1 7 0 1 . 0 1 0 82 9 . 6 0 9 4 . 8 
2 8 2 5 . 0 1 . 2 1 . 7 7 1 . 6 6 2 0 . 108 1 . 0 1 0 82 6 . 10 6 4 . 7 
2 9 3 4 . 0 1 2 . 0 1 . 8 5 1 . 6 0 4 0 . 2 4 6 1 . 0 1 0 82 1 3 . 3 0 9 4 . 0 
30 4 3 . 0 1 5 . 0 2 . 0 7 1 . 7 7 6 0 . 2 9 4 1 . 0 1 0 82 1 4 . 2 0 9 7 . 1 
3 1 2 7 . 0 6 . 0 1 . 6 5 1 . 5 4 0 0 . 1 1 0 1 . 0 0 0 84 6 . 6 7 1 7 . 4 
32 3 2 . 0 9 . 0 1 . 6 5 1 . 4 8 0 0 . 1 7 0 1 . 0 0 0 84 1 0 . 3 0 2 3 . 9 
33 3 8 . 0 1 2 . 0 1 . 6 5 1 . 4 2 2 0 . 2 2 8 1 . 0 0 0 84 1 3 . 8 5 2 3 . 5 
34 4 1 . 0 1 5 . 0 1 . 6 5 1 . 3 2 6 0 . 3 2 4 1 . 0 0 0 84 1 9 . 6 4 2 7 . 8 
o 
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from a scale o- 1.0 mm divisions; the error being introduced by fluctua-
tions in trie flow conditions. Consequently, the calibration curve for the 
flowrater presented in Figure 19 is accurate within 5 per cent, with in-
creasing accuracy for tne higher readings. Applications in this experi-
ment were in tne region of one per cent error in the calibration curve. 
Particle Specific Gravity Determination 
The specific gravity of the particles was determined oy suspension 
in a solution of magnesium sulfate, A floatation gravitometer with scale 
divisions of 0.002 was used. The temperature of the solution was o4° F. 
In that the specific gravity of the particles with, respect to the slurry 
would be used in the calculations, the effect of temperature on the meas-
urements would cancel. Particles were suspended in a 1000 ml cylinder 
and the concentration of the solution was adjusted so that the particles 
would sin.< at a specific gravity leading of 1.0395 and would float at a 
specific gravity reading of 1.0385; tne readings being estimated from the 
scale divisions. The specific gravity of the particles was then taken as 
1.039 for the calculations with an estimated error of 0.05 per cent. 
Slurry Specific Gravity Determination 
Samples of tne slurry were taken from tne hold tank during the runs. 
These samples were then sealed and marked for subsequent specific gravity 
measurements. The same floatation gravitometer as was used with the par-
ticle specific gravity evaluation was used to determine the specific grav-
ity reading of the slurry at 6A° F. The reading was taken within 0.0005 
of tne actual value suggesting accuracy of reading of the order of 0.05 
per cent. Although the readings were taken very carefully and the error 
in each of the readings was very small, the difference in the specific 
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gravities is a parameter in the equations of motion and must be considered 
In the exoerimental investigation indicating a possible error of the order 
of 0 per sent in the specific gravity differences. 
Slurry Split to Underflow 
Timed samples of the underflow were taken for times of the order of 
10 seconds having mass of the order of 1200 grams. Ohe time was recorded 
within 0.5 seconds from a stop watch having 0.1 second divisions; the 
error bei ig introduced by reaction time in taking the sample. The weight 
was determined within 1 gram on a 0.1 gram balance, the error being intro-
duced by varying amounts of residual slurry in the sampling device. The 
underflow rate wcs thus determined within 5 per cent which would be coupled 
with the one per cent accuracy of the inlet flow rate measurements to give 
the per cent slurry to underflow measurements an estimated accuracy of the 
order of .. per cent lor the _0 per cent underflow conditions considered. 
Per Cent of Particles Reporting to Underflow 
The particles from the overflow stream were caught on a No« 30, U.S. 
sieve size screen and washed into a bottle for storage until tney were 
filtered in a cloth for drying and subsequent weighing on a 0.0001 gram 
balance. Extreme caution was exercised in handling the particles to pry-
vent losing some of the sample. The underflow sample was caught in a 
bottle and stored [or the weighing operation just described. The sample 
weights were of the order o: 2 grams and wore balanced within 0.001 gram 
giving a weighing accuracy of approximately 0.05 per cent. Inadvertent 
washing out of the particles from the screen in the overflow sampling 
could conceivably nave introduced an error of the order of 3 per cent in 
the weight of the overflow sample. In view of tne foregoing and the 
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various percentages of articles Leaving through the underflow is estimated 
to oe accurately determined within 3 per cent with higher accuracy antici-
pated if the percentage of particles leaving through the underflow is 
greater t.nan 70 per cent. 
Qualitative Observations 
Some quite interesting phenomena were noted from visual studies of 
the behavior of spherical particles in cue transparent hydrocyclone. The 
most enlightening of these was the large percentage of spheres that were 
caught in the upward moving vortex and. were then thrown bacx out before 
reaching the overflow entrance. The trajectories of particles experiencing 
this motion are referred to as secondary trajectories. This phenomenon 
caused an increased concentration, of particles in the outer core region of 
the hydrocyclone and was detrimental to oarticle trajectory observation 
because of trie large number of images presented. 
With the slit light source as previously described, it was possible 
to follow the trajectories by visual observation. The majority of the 
particles did not stay Ln close proximity to the cone wall in the outer 
core oven though they had been observed striking the wall previously. 
Because oi_ the short exposure time required by the Film to obtain 
good contrast between the particles and the background and the relatively 
long times of the inlet trajectories, the photographic method did not 
yield useful results for the inlet trajectories. Consequently, a typical 
inlet trajectory as vise.lly observed is tSotatoj as a sketch in rigure 
22. Tne portion of the trajectory which is omitted was not observaole 
due to the uncertainty of whether the particle would recirculate in the 
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manner described as the secondary trajectory or proceeding out the under-
flow opening. 
The short circuit flow was readily evident; in that particles were 
observed, to progress in the manner depicted in tne early part of Lhe tra-
jectory presented in Figure 2f as sketched from visual observation. lhe 
sudden change of course noted in this trajectory in the outer core caused 
the particle to execute Loops before proceeding into the aoex region. 
Except for cases in wnich the air core was suppressed by sufficient 
overflow pressures, the general appearance of the particle distribution 
within the hydrccyclone was essentially independent of the flow rate. 
As the overflow pressure was increased sufficiently to suppress 
tne air core, the air cere disappeared downward, indicating that a vertical 
fluid velocity of zero or slightly negative existed at the centerline of 
the hydrccyclone. This observation is in agreement with those reported 
by Fonteir, van K.ooy, and Leninger (4.6) in a recent study of the opera-
tional characteristics of hydrocyclones for various applications. 
Any air bubbles of consequence were diverted directly to tne outside 
wail of tne overflow tube, down the wall and into the mouth of the tube 
with the leaving overflow slurry. 
Particles were observed traveling the length of the i.ydrocyclone in 
the upward moving innar :;ore. A discussion of the possible ways in which 




COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS AND 
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
Particle Trajectories 
Digital and analog computer solutions to the differential system 
of a sphere in hydrocyclone flow for special cases were obtained. Visual 
observation and photographic technique were employed In tne experimental 
determination of the particle trajectories. Only relatively large parti-
cles gave satisfactory contrast for observing and photographing tne tra-
jectories. The analytical predictions of spherical particle trajectories 
to be compared with experimental observation were obtained by numerical 
solution of the tull equations of motion after having obtained operating 
conditions from the experimental investigation. 
The trajectories were identified according to the initial conditions 
imposed on the numerical sc Tut ions. Inler trajectories were trajectories 
of particles which were admitted into the hydrocyclone through the entry 
port and proceeded downward through the buffer region and into the outer 
core. Secondary trajectories were trajectories of particles coming from 
tne apex region. Tne trajectories of particles in the snort circuit flow 
were not predicted in this work because of the omission of this region 
from consideration. 
The inlet trajectories were observed visually in the inlet, buffer, 
and outer core regions. Attempts to obtain photographic evidence of tne 
,,:rĉ cle trajectories in these regions for the inlet trajectories were not 
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successful. The large Incremental changes of position during the one turn 
rotation'1 interval cli . net a.low sufficient image repetition for good 
photographic analysis o a trajectory. Coupling this with the short ex-
posure time giving satisiactory contrast to the photographs gave only two 
or three images for a particle in the inlet trajectory. The visual ob-
servations indicated tnat the inlet trajectory predictions were qualita-
tively in agreement with the actual trajectories except tnat the particles 
did not generally strike the wall. An unsuspected inlet trajectory char-
acteristic was observed in the outer core in that the particles appeared 
to strike tiie wall in the vicinity of z (see Figure 3) and then proceed 
downward approximately one fourth of an inch from the cone wall. This 
pnenornencn is attributed to the reduced rotational velocity in this region 
because of viscous effects. These were neglected in. the construction of 
the analytical model. Entry trajectory observations indicate that the 
particle proceeds downward at smaller radii than for the predictions made 
neglecting the lift effects. An occasional particle trajectory was ob-
served adjacent to tie wall but this was the exception rattier than the 
rule. 
Another unsuspected inlet trajectory characteristic noted intermit-
tently was the behavior presented as a sketch in Figure 23. Tnis phenom-
enon was observed visually but attempts to photograph tne trajectory were 
unsuccessful. In explaining the reasons for this abrupt change of course 
experienced by the particle, tne wall boundary layer instability regarding 
radial velocity fluctuations discussed an length by Smith (4-7) would ex-
plain the sudden inward turn that the particle trajectory experiences. 
The criterion for stability with respect to radial fluctuation is that 
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(vr) > 0. Tills condition is satisfied within tiv outer core but is vio-
r 
lated in the wall boundary layer which has been neglected in this analysis, 
It is conceivable tnat the instability of the boundary layer could produce 
effects that would propagate into the outer core and cause the sadden 
change of direction In the particle trajectory observed in the experiment. 
In that these sudden variations of fluid racial velocity were neglected in 
this analysis, the predictions are not expected to agree with the trajec-
tories of particles experiencing sudden large influxes of fluid. The re-
sults of the analog computer for secondary trajectories indicate that 
looping motion occurs when the system is analogous to an underdamped vi-
brational system. It must oe remembered that the analog predictions are 
for equations neglecting the lift effects. The looping notion predicted 
by tne analog solution is presented in Figure 16. 
Secondary trajectory predictions were obtained numerically by set-
ting initial conditions which would locate the particle in the vicinity of 
tne inner core near Lne apex region. The initial relative velocity of the 
particle with respect to the slurry was assumed to be zero for these cal-
culations. The results of these predictions indicate that the ultimate 
position of the particle trajectory is quite sensitive to the initial ra-
dial location of the particle as shown in Figure 2ly. Visual observations 
and photographs of the secondary trajectories were made by the technique 
discussed in tne preceding chapter. 
Because of the sensitivity of tne Initial condition of radial loca-
tion, the lower part of the secondary trajectory predictions cannot be 
compared with experiment-.!, observation with a great deal of precision. 
The general, nature of the secondary trajectories is correctly predicted as 
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evidenced by the agreement cf the predicted trajectories and the trajectory 
segments taken from tne photographs and presented in Figure 24-. One un-
usual result was the trajectory of a particle which had been drawn into 
the inner core of the hydroeyelone. The secondary trajectory prediction 
indicated that a particle starting in the inner core would not escape from 
the inner core prior to reaching the overflow tube entrance. This predic 
tion was verified by visual observation or partic.es spinning rapidly up-
ward through, tne inner core at essentially a constant radius and escaping 
through the overflow tube. In later experimental investigation, attempts 
to photoeraph. this phenomenon were successful. The photograph is repro-
duced as Figure 25. The initial portion of the trajectory is readily 
evident cat the light scatter in the inner core obscures the particle image 
in the middle and upner portions of the hydrocyclone. 
Particles were observed to come from the apex region in the vicinity 
of the inner core indicating tnat some of tne secondary trajectories result 
from particles reaching the apex region and then being drawn upward by the 
inner core. Alsc the instability near the outer wall might account for 
some of the particles reaching the inner core earlier tnan if the flow were 
stable with respect to radial velocity fluctuations, 
Particles were observed in equilibrium rotation circles at tne posi-
tron indicated in the time exposure presented as Figure 26. This is to be 
compared with tire eyr lli.jri .;;: oositior co-served in the predicted trajectory 
solution of the analog computer as indicated on figure 16. 
Separation Efficiency 
Separation efficiency was defined as the percentage o L particles 
reporting to the underflow. Predictions were made from tne particle 
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trajectory calculations in Chapter V. Experimental results were obtained 
as discussed in Chapter VI. Comparison of the analytical predictions and 
the experimental observations is presented in Figure XK The data pre-
sented i..ere as extrapolated from the results of Moder (4'/) '-'or a 10 per 
cent slurry split to underflow are for a different hydrocyclone configura-
tion and smaller particle size than used in this investigation. These re-
sults are Included to corroborate the form of the effect of tne specific 
gravity of the particle with respect to the slurry on the separation effi-
ciency. Differences noted in the experimental observations are attributed 
to the smaller particle size used and tne possibility that tne air core 
was of larger diameter in that, study than used in this work. 
Tne deviation noted in tne analytical predictions and the experi-
mental observations of the separation efficiencies are attributed to the 
following: 
1. The omission of tne snort circuit flow from tne analytical model 
resulted in a higher predicted separation efficiency than, if the short 
circuit flow could have oeen taken Into account in tnat particles lighter 
than the slurry are readily carried out the overflow by tne short circuit 
flow. As previously discussed, the snort circuit flow involves approxi-
mately 10 per cent of the inlet flow rate and for tne case under considera-
tion, this would imply that an approximate correction could be applied to 
tne predicted separation efficiencies of the order of minus 10 per cent 
if applicable. 
2. Tne retardation of the tangential fluid velocity component in 
the wall boundary layer was neglected in tne postulation o:: the fluid 
velocity components to be used in the trajectory calculations. There would 
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be two effects brought about by including this retardation that would re-
sult in a somewhat lowered separation efficiency. The particles would not 
nave sufficient velocity to reach the wall through the inward moving fluid 
from a drag characteristic point of view and the lift forces on a spherical 
particle in this region would be inward, further reducing the probability 
of the particle reaching the wall. These observations have been essen-
tially corroborated in that particles do not generally progress downward 
in contact with the wall, but move downward somewhat removed from the wall 
as visually observed in the experimental prograi: LS limitation of the 
applicability of the analytical model would result in artificially high 
separation efficiency predictions. The order of the error introduced uy 
this discrepancy is subject to several operational conditions and any at-
tempt to fix the magnitude would be cenjsecure. 
3. Instability of the fluid flow with respect to radial velocity 
fluctuations in the wall boundary layer could result in radical changes 
in the radial velocity and Consequently particles could be carried Li LO 
the inner core region by these fluctuations. The possibility of this oc-
currence has been discussed and ohserved particle trajectories similar to 
the sketch presented as Figure 23 indicate that this phenomenon could re-
sult in a reduced separation efficiency, the magnitude of which is not 
readily ascertainable. 
4« In that the apex region was very important in the determination 
or tile separation efficiency characteristics of the hydrocyclone, the ex-
act nature of cue velocity distribution in this region is very important 
in the overall prediction of the separation efficiency. Because of the 
complex nature of the flow in this region, the velocity distribution used 
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in the trajectory calculations did not agree with the actual velocity dis-
tribution. This discrepancy could conceivably have resulted in a higher 
separation efficienc/ prediction in that the particle movement out of the 
overflow through the inner core would be neglected. This can amount to a 
considerable portion of the particle rate as observed in the change of 
separation efficiency from 2 to 90 per cent by changing the size of the 
inner core for certain conditions of operation. 
5. Particle concentration and wall proximity effects were neglected. 
in the trajectory calculations. Both of these conditions result in an in-
creased drag force which would reduce the separation efficiency as compared 
to the results of the predictions obtained for the simplified model con-
sidered here 
Additional re:inement of the analytical model is necessary to obtain 
oetter predictions of the operating conditions in the nydrocyclone; how-
ever, the simplified approach presented may be applicable to determination 
of separation efficiencies relative to a known condition of operation for 
a particular hydrocyclone. This suggestion is made on the basis of tne 
similarity of the shape of the analytical and experimental separation ef-
ficiency curves as a function of the specific gravity of the particle with 





Exact analytical treatment of the fluid flow In a hydrocyclone is 
not feasible at present due to the complex boundaries, entrance and dis-
charge conditions, and the lack of a suitable relationship oetween the 
shearing stress and rlow conditions for the turbulent regime. An approxi-
mate analysis oi the fluid flow in a hydrocyclone was made by dividing the 
flow into five regions for separate consideration. The predicted velocity 
distribution agrees fairly well with experimental observations of flow 
patterns as presented in the literature. As a result or this analysis, 
it was concluded that the downward moving outer core is essentially inde-
pendent of viscous boundary effects. 
hie equations' of motion of particles in three-dimensional viscous 
fluid flow were developed anc application was made to the prediction oi 
individual particle trajectories in hydrocyclone flow for special cases. 
All attempts to non-dimer.sionalize the equations or motion so that a gen-
eralized trajectory ot ;J.e particle could :.:-.:• made were unsuccessful. This 
means chat calculations must be made for each different condition imposed 
on the particle during its trajectory, thereby eliminating the use of 
generality of solution in this method. The transverse force produced 
because of the sp: i of particles in. addle: on ro t -.-.• relative velocity with 
respect to the fluid is an important factor in the determination o: the 
ultimate position of the particles in hydrocyclone flow. 
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Separation efficiency predictions were made from the individual 
particle trajectory calculations for given operating conditions. Predic-
tions made in this fasnion are rather complicated and excljde some of the 
eifects which are significant for some conditions of operation. For in-
stance the snort circuit flow was an appreciaole factor in the separation 
characteristics of the hydrocyclone with the conditions of operations used 
in the comparison in this work. Another important operating variable not 
accounted for was the slurry split, to underflow. This variable effects a 
different velocity distribution in the hydrocyclone and should oe taken 
into account if significant amounts of the slurry is removed through tie-
underflow discharge. Application of the method would proceed in the same 
manner after tne fluid velocity distribution is determined for the rela-
tively large slurry split to underflow conditions of operation. fne ef-
fects of particle concentration and boundary proximity on the drag-lift 
effects were also neglected. Significant changes in particle concentra-
tion are experienced in the apex region of the hydrocyclone resulting in 
radical changes in the drag-lift effects,, 
Modifications in the method ol separation efficiency prediction for 
a hydrocyclone presented here are necessary to account, for tne variation 
of conditions of operation discussed above in order to accurately predict 
the operating characteristics of a hydrocyclo "ie in a practical application. 
The simplified approach presented here may be applicable to the determina-
tion of separation efficiencies relative to a known condition of operation. 
for a particular hydrocyclone. 
hie results of the visual studies carried on during the course of 
this investigation accentuate the relative merit ol qualitative observation 
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of complex flow phenome. a by particle tracing techniques. The most en-
lightening of the visual observations of the particle trajectories in the 
hydrocyclone was the large percentage of particles caught in the upward 
moving inner vortex in the apex, region and then thrown bacK into the down-
ward moving vortex oefore reaching che overflow entrance. 
An additional visual observation that particles entrained in the 
upwards moving inner core were not generally centrifugated back into the 
outer core before entering the overflow tube led to the criterion of small 
inner core diameter to increase the separation efficiency. This has been 
experimentally verified For certain conditions of operation. 
The results o: this investigation offer an improvement in the 
knowledge of the mechanisms involved in the operation of a hydrocyclone. 
The trajectory predictions revealed reasons lor the experimentally ob-
served separation efficiency deviations from the anticipated values in the 
very small specific gravity difference range. Lift :orce components on 
the spheres explain way the particles can stay in the large radial accel-
eration field in the vicinity of the inner core. 
Visaal observation of the particle trajectories indicated regions 
in which changes in the analysis are necessary for more accurate predic-
tion of the particle trajectories* The wail boundary layer and the snort 
circuit flow affect the particle trajectories and should be considered in 
future analyses. 
Recommendations 
The study of particle trajectories in hydrocyclone flow was made in 
an effort to gain additional knowledge of the mechanisms involved which 
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could be applied to tne development of a method of separation efficiency 
prediction for various applications. The following recommendations are 
made as a result of this study. 
1. Tne agreement of the predicted and observed trajectories for 
spherical particles in ^ydrocyclone flow indicated that the flow repre-
sentation and tno equations of motion presented here are in qualitative 
agreement with the actual phenomena encountered except in the wall boundary 
layer, short circuit and apex regions. Limitations of the method have oeen 
discussed in trie preceding section of this chapter and should be considered 
in the application of this method to the prediction of separation effi-
ciency . 
2. AdditionaJ studies to determine the exact nature of the flow in 
a hydrocy. lone should be pursued in order that more accurate fluid velocity 
representations rray be employed in the determination of the operating char-
acteristics of tne hydrocyclone. 
3- A possible configuration modification which would probably 
eliminate some of the inefficiency introduced near tne apex of the hydro-
cyclone is presented as a sketch below. Theory suggests that tne rotating 
surface would throw particles to the outside wall rather than cause them 
to oe drawn in toward thf center by the boundary layer that is developed 
on a stationary plate or in the apex of 3 cone. Physical implementation 
and proper control of the underflow rate will likely present difficulties 
for certain conditions of application but this design modification should 
be considered as a possible means of improving the effectiveness of the 
hydrocyclone where applicable and a developmental program should oe imple-







The fluid adjacent to the rotating surface would supply energy to 
maintain the rotary notion. This configuration modification should result 
in an increased separation efficiency by elimination of some of the inner 
core entrapment in tie apex region and reduced wear by virtue of the in-
creased diameter of the disc'narge and the accompanying reduced fluid veloc-
i 11 e a . 
4- Further consideration should oe given to elimination of the 
short circuit flow as a means to effect an improvement in the separation 
efficiency of the hydroeyelone, 
5- The nydrocyclone snould oe operated with pressure conditions 
such that tne air or v a ;.:• J :. cc : .• //ill be as sisal L as practical limitations 
permit in order to reduce the inefficiencies resulting from particles oeing 
carried out tne overflow by the inner core. 
6. Vacuua pressure application to the underflow should be con-
sidered for reducing the diameter of tne inner core in order to improve 
the separation ef:iciency of the nydrocyclone. This would reduce tne level 
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of the overflow pressure requirements and consequently the pumping costs 
in an installation. 
7. Studies directed toward extension of the transverse force pre-
diction to higher Reynolds number Lor spinning spheres which are in rela-
tive motion with a fluid should be executed in order to obtain a better 
relationship for the prediction of particle trajectories including this 
e ifeet. 
8. The equations of motion of particles in three-dimensional fluid 
flow should be considered in the application of particle tracer techniques 
to fluid :low analyses in order to ascertain the effects of the relative 
motion of the particle with respect to the fluid on the results of the 
study. 
9. Flow visualization studies should be made for cases that are 
not readily amenable to conventional experimental prooing analyses. 
10. Development o: particles which are self luminous for particle 
trajectory analyses to eliminate the contrast difficulties encountered in 
this work should be undertaken. 
11. Consideration should be given to implementing the solution of 
systems ot ordinary differential equations having one independent variable 








Figure 1. Cross Section of a Conventional Hydrocyclone 
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Figure 2, Descriptive Flow Patterns based on Vertical and 
Radial Components of Velocity in a Hydrocyclone 
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Figure 7. Postulated Fluid Velocity Corrponents for Trajectory Calculations 
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Figure 8. Comparison of Approximations with Experimental Values for the Drag Coefficient. 









Figure 9. Comparison of Predicted Trajectories for Approximate 
and Lift-excluded-only Solutions 
Figure 10. Predicted rrajectories for Particles Remaining in 
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CONDITIONS OF OPERATION 
Q. = 0.0238 
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CONDITIONS OF OPERATION 
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Figure 16. Secondary Trajectories—Analog Solution 
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Scale: 1" = 2" 
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Figure 25. Inner Core Trajectory. 
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Figure 26. Equilibrium Positions of Particles. 
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DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Numerical solution of the equations of motion for a sphere In 
hydrocycione flow was implemented through the use of the "Algol" language 
for the compiler used on the Burroughs 220 Data Processing System of the 
Rich Electronic Computer Center at the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
A calculation, flow chart for development of the program is presented as 
Figure 2B and presents only the major sequence of steps involved in the 
Iterative procedure employee. The program used and an example of the 
typical output results are presented tor the convenience of future in-
vestigators in tnis area. 
SET UP 































• • & * * - END 
*** ^> 
^ 2 CYCLES 
CORRECTION < ^"^ 
1 ^ — 
Figure 28. Calculation Flow Diagram for Numerical Solution 
COMMENT C W BOUCHILLON ME DEPT EXT 458 $ 
COMMENT COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SOLUTION OF THE FULL EQUATIONS OF 
MOTION FOR SPHERICAL PARTICLES IN HYDROCYCLONE FLOW $ 
B •* 10*0 $ 
TB = 0.17633 $ RC1 • 0*00833 $ RC2 = 0*0167 $ 
01 - 0*0253 $ RC3 = 0*125 $ RC4 = 0*0208 $ 
G = 32*2 $ 
PI = 3*1415927 $ 
20 = RC1/TB $ 
22 - RC3/TB $ 
Zl = 0*93*22 S 
23 = 22 + 0,1042 $ 
R4 * 0*5(0.5(Z1+Z2)TB+RC1 ) $ 
R5 - RC3 - R4 $ 
NU * 0.91**̂ -5 $ 
DIA = 0*0024 3 
K • RC2*-1«8 $ 
RSPG u 1*02 $ N = 0.4 $ ENTER TRAJ $ 
READ (SSANYJ $ 
SUBROUTINE TRAJ $ BEGIN 
COMMENT INITIAL CONDITIONS OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES $ 
BEGIN AR = RC3 - N*0*05208333 $ 
DT • 0*00001 $ 
SG = 1.0/RSPG $ 
WRITE <$$ANS3*FMT3) $ 
TIME a 0*0 $ 
CI = 66*44*01 $ 
A2 = 23 - 0*0521 $ 
C3 = {2*0.01)/(PI(Z1*TB-RC1)<Z1*TB-RC1>) $ 
AVFR = 0*0 $ 
AVFT = Cl(AR*-0*8) $ 
AVFZ = C3(((Z2.TB+RC1)/AR)-2*0~(0*5{TB/AR)(Z2-21))) $ 
AVPR * 0*0 $ AVPT « AVFT $ AVPZ = AVFZ $ 
AT • 0*0 $ 
AVR = 0*0 $ 
ACDV - 0*0 S 
WRITE <$$T0P1) $ 
WRITE ($$ANS1«FMT1) $ 
CNT • 0*0 $ 
COMMENT PREDICT NEW PARTICLE VELOCITY $ 
PRED.. CVPR = {((AVPT.AVPT - RSPG.AVFT»AVFT)/AR) 
((0»75*ACDV)(AVFR-AVPRJ/DIA)(RSPG))DT $ 
CVPT =* ( ( (0.75.ACDV.RSPG) (AVFT-AVPT)/DIA)-( (AVPR.AVPT)/AR) ) DT $ 
CVPZ = i <G) (RSPG-UO) + < (0»75«ACDV«RSPGMAVFZ-AVPZ)/DIAl»DT $ 
EITHER IF AR LEO RC2 S BEGIN 
CVPR = CVPR + 0.375.RSPG<(C3<AVFZ-AVPZ)fAZ.TB+RC1)/AR•AR) 
2.0.C1.K(AVFT-AVPT))DT $ 
CVPT = CVPT + 0*75#C1(AVFR-AVPR)RSPG*DT END $ 
OTHERWISE $ BEGIN 
CVPR = CVPR 
.375.RSPG( (C3(AVFZ-AVPZ) <AZ•TB+RC1}/AR*AR) - 0*2.CKAVFT-
AVPT)/AR*1*8) DT $ 
CVPT = CVPT + 0.075.CKAVFR-AVPR)(AR*-1.8)RSPG.DT END $ 
CVPZ = CVPZ - 0.375.C3.RSPG.DT(AVFR-AVPR) (AZ*TB+RC1)/AR.AR $ 
BVPR * AVPR + CVPR $ 
BVPT =• AVPT + CVPT $ 
BVPZ = AVPZ + CVPZ $ 
COMMENT PREDICT NEW PARTICLE POSITION $ 
BR = AR + (0.5UAVPR + BVPRIDT $ 
BT = AT + (0*5)(AVPT/AR + BVPT/BR)DT $ 
BZ * AZ + (0.5) (AVPZ + BVPZ)DT $ 
COMMENT CALCULATE FLUID VELOCITY AT NEW POSITION S 
CORR.* EITHER IF BR LEG RC2 $ 
BVFT = C1.BRIRC2*-1«8) $ 
OTHERWISE $ BVFT * Cl(BR*-0*8) $ 
EITHER IF BZ GEO Z2 $ 
BEGIN BVFZ * (C3 ) ( ((Z2.TB + RC1)/BR)~2.0-0.5(TB/BR)(Z2-Z1) > $ 
BVFR * 0.0 END $ 
OR IF BZ GEO Zl $ 
BEGIN BVFZ = fC31(f{BZ.TB+RC1I/BR) - 2*0 
-(TB/BRi(0*5<BZ-Z1)+(Z2-Z1)(SIN*(BZ-Z1IPI/(Z2-Z1») J/2.0.PI ) I $ £ 
S = SIN (0.5.PI (BZ-Z1)/(Z2-Z1M S ^ 
BVFR*(-C3.TB> <(1.0-(RC1/BR))(1.0-S.S))END $ 
OTHERWISE S BEGIN BVFZ = {C3)(((BZ*TB+RC1)/BR)-2.0) $ 
BVFR = {-C3*TBH1*0 - (RC1/BR)) END S 
COMMENT DETERMINE THE RELATIVE VELOCITY AND DRAG COEFFICIENT $ 
BVR = SORT {(BVFR-BVPR)(BVFR-BVPR>+(BVFT-BVPTHBVFT-BVPT) 
(BVFZ-BVPZJ(BVFZ-BVPZ)) $ 
BRDVR=*BVR.DIA/NU S 
EITHER IF BRDVR LEQ 1*0 S 
BCDV = 24.Q.NU/DIA $ 
OR IF BRDVR LEQ 1000*0 $ 
BCDV = U9*5)UNU/DIA)*0.5714HBVR*0»4286) $ 
OR IF BRDVR LEQ 200000*0 $ 
BCDV = 0.45.BVR $ 
OTHERWISE $ BCDV ** 0*2*BVR * 
COMMENT CORRECT CHANGE IN PARTICLE VELOCITY ON THE INTERVAL $ 
CN = CN + 1.0 $ IF CN LEQ 2*0 S 
BEGIN DVPR - (0.5.CVPR) + (0•5)(((BVPT*BVPT - RSPG.BVFT*BVFT>/AR) 
t(0.75.BCDV)(BVFR-BVPR»/DIA)(RSPG))DT 
( 0 .5 .RSPG J ( BVR-AVR ) ( BVFR+AVFR-BVPR-AVPR } / ( AVR-fBVR ) $ 
DVPT = (0.5.CVPT) + (0.5)((f0*75.BCDVHBVFT-BVPT)/DIA)(RSPG) 
- <BVPR*BVPT/BR>) DT 
(0.5 *RSPG»(BVR-AVR) (BVFT+AVFT-BVPT-AVPT)/f AVR+BVR) $ 
DVPZ = (0.5.CVPZ) + (0*5) ((G)(RSPG-1.0) + ((0.75.BCDV)(RSPG) 
(BVFZ-BVPZi/DIA)»DT 
(0.5.RSPG)(BVR-AVR)<BVFZ+AVFZ-BVPZ-AVPZ)/<AVR+BVR) $ 
EITHER IF BR LEQ RC2 $ BEGIN 
DVPR = DVPR +0.1875.RSPG((C3(BVFZ-BVPZ)<BZ.TB+RCi)/BR.BR) 
2.0.C1.X(BVFT-BVPT))DT $ 
DVPT = DVPT +0*375*C1(BVFR-BVPR)RSPG#DT END $ 
OTHERWISE $ BEGIN 
DVPR * DVPR 
.1875.RSPG ((C3(BVFZ-BVPZ)(BZ*TB+RCI)/BR*BR) - 0.2.CKBVFT-
BVPT)/BR*1.8) DT $ 
DVPT = DVPT + 0.0375.CKDVFR-BVPR)(BR*-1.8iRSPG.DT END $ 
DVPZ = DVPZ -0.1875.C3.RSPG.DT(BVFR-BVPR) (BZ.TB+RCD/BR.BR $ 









CORRECT PARTICLE POSITION 
= AR + (0.5MAVPR + BVPRIDT 
= AT + (0.5)(AVPT/AR + BVPT/BRIDT 
AVP2 + BVPZJDT « AZ + (0*5) 
TO CORR END 
= 0*0 $ 
CNT=CNT+1.0 £ 
TIME * TIME + DT 
COMMENT DETERMINE IF THE 
IF (BZ GTR 12) AND 
BEGIN N* 0.9 $ GO 
IF (BZ LEO Z2) AND 
GO TO LAZY 
IF BZ LEQ 10 
GO TO LAZY 
IF BZ GEO Z3 S BEGIN N 
IF TIME GTR 5*0 
GO TO LAZY 
IF CNT EOL 20.0 $ BEGIN WRITE 
IF DT LSS 0.0010 $ DT = 2.0.DT 
PARTICLE HAS DEPARTED THE CLEANER 
((BR LSS RC4) OR (BR GTR RC3i) 
TO LAZY END 
((BR LSS RC1) OR (BR GTR BZ.TB) ) 
0*9 $ GO TO LAZY 
AVFR =>BVFR $ AVFZ *BVFZ $ 
AR = BR 
AVPR = BVPR $ AVPT * BVPT 
ACDV * BCDV $ AVR = BVR 
($$ANS2»FMT1 
END $ 
AVFT =BVFT $ 
$ AT = BT £ 
$ AVPZ * BVPZ 
$ 
END 
$ CNT = 0*0 
AZ - BZ 
COMMENT CONTINUE THE TRAJECTORY DETERMINATION 
GO TO PRED 
COMMENT END FOR THE TRAJECTORY 





FORMAT FMTl (X8*4»X12.84X12*6*X11.7*X10*3*X10*5*X11.4*X11.4»W0) 
FORMAT FMT2 .(X8.4»X12*8»X12«6»X11.7»X10.3»X10.5»2X11.4»W6»W1) 
FORMAT FMT3(B22**TABLE II. TRAJECTORIES IN HYDROCYCLONES*»W6*B20 
••CONDITIONS OF OPERATION- CONE ANGLE = **X7.3»* DEGREES»*tW0•B20»*VI 
OSITY = **F15.6»* FT SG/SEC* INLET FLOW RATE = *»X6.3t* GPM*#W0»B20* 






















OUTPUT ANSI (TIME»AR*AT*AZ*ARDVR*AVPR*AVPZ»AVPT) I 
OUTPUT ANS2 (TIME»BRiBT>BZ»BRDVR»BVPR*BVPZ*BVPT) $ 
OUTPUT ANS3 (B*NU* IQI.450*0)»DIA*SG) $ 
LZY*0*0 RETURN END TRAJ S 
INPUT ANY (BODY#S> $ 
FINISH $ 
o 
TABLE II* TRAJECTORIES IN HYDROCYCLONES 
CONDITIONS OF OPERATION- CONE ANGLE = 10*000 DEGREES* 
VISCOSITY = .910000»-05 FT SQ/SECi INLET FLOW RATE = 11*385 
PARTICLE DIAMETER = .00240 * SPECIFIC GRAVITY = .9803 
TIME R THETA Z REY^NO. PVR PVZ PVT 
• 0000 *10416667 •000000 •7609980 .000 •ooooo -1.0538 10*2651 
.0002 .10416647 .019709 .7607874 .799 -.00302 -1.0537 10.2652 
*0006 .10416417 .059128 .7603660 2.386 -.00904 -1.0535 10*2654 
.0014 .10415229 .137976 .7595234 5.485 -.02079 -1.0532 10.2666 
• 0030 .10410128 .295763 .7578389 11.261 -.04267 -1.0526 10.2717 
• 0062 .10390455 .612051 .7544722 20.748 -.07846 -1.0515 10.2912 
.0126 .10325173 1.249610 .7477523 31.865 -.11948 -1.0478 10.3532 
.0254 .10156372 2.552887 .7344423 37.144 -.13632 -1.0296 10*5045 
• 0510 .09810776 5.285610 .7087845 37.409 -.13498 -.9727 10.8053 
.0766 .09407004 8.207278 •6843224 28.073 -.20056 -.9402 11.1896 
• 1022 •08767283 11.443543 •6612004 30.428 -.28541 -.8496 11.8644 
• 1278 .08033067 15.194343 .6411324 33.172 -.28264 -.7209 12*7356 
• 1534 .07315688 19.610401 .6244110 36.235 -•27839 -.5805 13.7291 
.1790 .06609693 24.875915 •6117425 40.325 -.27262 -.4014 14.8948 
.2046 •05922165 31.247400 .6043269 45.342 -.26403 -.1670 16.2671 
.2302 .05260359 39.076241 •6038518 51*736 -.25252 .1453 17.8886 
• 2558 .04631756 48.847972 .6127271 60.175 -.23809 .5705 19.8090 
• 2814 .04043628 61.236127 .6344884 71.732 -.22104 1.1634 22.0847 
.3070 .03509865 77.172049 .6743132 78.703 -.18310 1.9584 24.7342 
• 3326 •03058219 97.643232 .7350310 101.087 -.16169 2.8115 27.6010 
• 3582 .02656757 123.903050 .8175263 111.913 -.15065 3.6548 30.8932 
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APPENDIX C 
ANALOG COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Solution of the reduced equations of motion for spherical particles 
in hydrocycione flow for special cases were obtained by using an electrical 
analog computer for the integration of the system of equations applicable 
to the special cases. An abbreviated list of symbols used in drawing the 
circuit diagrams representing the computer components is presented below, 
This will enable the reader to interpret the circuit diagrams presented as 
Figures 29 and 30 provided basic electronic symbols are already known. 
The circuit diagram fox the solution of the special case of small 
particles — R < 1.0 — as used in this work is presented as Figure 29. 
The equations of motion of the par liele lor this case were presented as 
Case I of the Analog Computer Solutions in Chapter IV as equations 99 
through 101. These equations were transformed into a machine parameter 
set of equations with the initial conditions as given below. 
(R )__. = 1480 (R ~ 2 * b ) - B 6 . 5 (R ) _ - 80 R ~~1 - 2/1.G ^ ra T l v IT. m T m 
Z = 1.53 {[(0.7052 Z -F 0 .04) / (R m )J - 2.0} 
eT = 1172 (R ~
1 , 8 ) 
T m 
with the initial conditions 
R.(o) =25.25 ^(o) = 0 . 0 
m 
(R )._(o) = 0.0 / (o) = 0.709 
m i I 
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where 
R = 400 r , Z = 100 z , and T - 400 t 
m 
were used in the transformation of the equations of motion into the machine 
parameter representation. 
Case II as discussed In the Analog Solutions section of Chapter IV 
had the characteristic equations of motion presented by equations 102 
through 105. These equations were transformed into a machine parameter 
set of equations witn the initial conditions as given below. The circuit 
depicted In Figure 30 gave the solution to this differential system. 
R }„_ = 9.6 x 10° (R "2*°) - 15350 [0.342 - 1.14/(R m TT v m - L ' N 
t (R )_/30] C V 
nv T 
Z^ = 39.70 C V [1.94 (0.704 Z + 3-32 - 2 R )/(R ; TT m m 
m 
- ZT/20] 
with the Initial conditions 
R (o) = 40.0 Z'(o) = 0.709 
m 
(R )„(o) = 0.0 ZTT(c) = 0.0 
' m T TT 
where 
B = 400 r , Z1
 :- 100 z , and 1 = 5 t 
m 1 
were used in the transformation of the equations of motion into the machine 
parage cer reprostntd i ror . 
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Because the relationship RxC(R) appeared in both the r and z equa-
tions for Case II, it was convenient to generate this relation as a func-
tion of R. An additional advantacie was gained in that RxC(R) was readily 
represented as several straight line segments on a diode function generator 
by offsetting the zero position as indicated in Figure 31. The value of 
the slope of the RxC(R) runction at R = 0.0 was too large to be represented 
by the diode function generator without the offset employed. The mono-
tonically decreasing slope was more readily negotiated by the buildup 
effect or the segments corning from the offset zero position. 
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